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INTRODUCTION 

Sugar was luxory for hundreds of years, but nowadays it 

is one of the basic foods, because it became well known that 

sugar is indisponsible in the ordinary diet of a man and be- 

cause the recent development of the technology of the growing 

of sugar cane and sugar beet /the two most important plants 

for the production of sugar/ and of the technology of sugar- 

manufacturing has made sugar the cheapest of all carbohydra- 

tes. Every country all over the tforld has to make use of this 

possibilities to produce sugar for the benifit of it»s popu- 
lation« 

The developing countries are not able to do at once a full- 

scale use of ail recent developments, because for the producti- 

on of cheapest sugar mechanical and automated, high-mass pro- 

duction is necessery from the field to the bins. However they 

ought to start with the production of domestic sugar as soon as 

possible in order to be able to cover the national consumption. 

It means that they have to produce consumption sugar in a stra- 

ight way and not row sugar which is to be refined. As for con- 

cerning the quantities, capacities the overall local conditions 

must be taken in consideration /growing and harvesting is to be 

done manualy, transporting very often by ox drown carts etc./. 

3o factory capacities are to be limited to maximum wich is still 

possible to supply in this way, but which is probably lower than 
the economically desired minimum capacity. 

However, if the sugar industry sould be well established, 

one could count on a rapid and successful further development. 

The aim of this paper is to give the necessery informations and 

to help /where it is asked/ for a good establishment and succes- 
sful development of the sugar industry all over the world. 
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GLOSSARY Of T£HMS 

)       absolut;» - Juice content of the sugar cans 
after product - Any material obtained after the whit« 

sugar boiling. 

;       elkallnitj - A measure of the alkaline properties of 
.    ¿ules. 

I       amonia lines - Pip« vent linas for removal of noncon- 
densable gases fro» steam chest. 

apparent purity - The percentage proportion of sugar on 
solids, the solids being determined by refractometer. 

£§l - * measure of the inorganic constituents. 
batoli aethod - Discontinuai method. 

**** «af - Tû« Part of the sugar factory including the 
process through the evaporation. 

SftfJ f*f<*f£ - * device making unlfoxa the flumaing. 
beet Bllf - Beets stored at country stations. 

àStOaSl "* Spadai pump elevating the beets wfaith «atar, 
bast allear - Machia« for siloing of the boats befor ex- 

traction. 

beet too - The upper part of the brat not suitable for 
the extraction of sugar. 

beet yard - Part of the factory aita «mar the beets ara 
received and discharged. 

beet wheel - A large «meal used to raise the beats to a 
higher plana and separat« than of water. 

bins for beet - Beat storage plaea aade of eonorata. 
lg£¿ - Biochemical oxygen demand - is the amoant of oxy- 

gen required to biologically oxidise the organic «attar la a 
aaapla ovar a period of time, usualy five days. 

PO**
1
*» or jet finished massecuite of a whol pan. first-, 

high- or A-boiling that from which white, consumption sugar 
is obtained. Second-, Intermediate- or B-boiling is resolved 
for the high purity syrup or standard liquor. Last, low, 0- 
or D-boiling Is the one from which the final molasses is pur- 
ged. 
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bon char - jâaerial as an activated adsorber for color 
and ash, «specially in the sugar industry. 

brel - Finaly rasped bett particles for analitical par- 
po see. 

brix - Percent of solids /dry material/ in sugar solu- 
tions* 

bucket elevator - ¿levating conveyor with buckets fixed 
on endless chain. 

buffer - A supstance acting to maintain en existing pH 
in tne solution. 

bulk bin - Silo for crystal in sugar storage. 

bundle of cane - ïhe harvested cane stalks are bounded 
in bundles for easier transporting. 

basket - Perforated stesi cylinder of the centrifugals. 

cake - The solid material separated by filtration« 

calandria - A common type of stea chest «1th tuba-bundle. 

oaloinatlon - Burning, converting of lime ston to lime. 

^fP^fiP - ?*e yearly period of work of a sugar factory. 
cane yard - the part of the factory site where cane is 

received and discharged. 

caramelise - conversing of sugar to colored &aceriala by 
heat or burning. 

eje¿bo¿atij>n - Treatment with carbon dlox*d«gas. 

"rifflf - filling of a centrifugal, 
oaten-all - An «ntreinaent or foam separator, 
chip« - cosette« áliced saet for tne extraction, 

clarification - removal of solids from the juice by set- 
liag. 

clump of cane - Boot of cane with severe! stalks grown 
out from it« 

OOP« - Chemical oxigen demand. 

coil * Heating element made oft long tube. 

condensate - pare hot water condensed in the steamchests. 

condenser - A device to produce vacuum condensing vapours 
by water injection. 

crude juice - raw juice Juice extract« from cane /beet/ 
non purified. 

crushing - deaintegrating of cane floors for extraction. 

curing - ine cryatallisin of raw masaecaite in crystal- 
lise rs. 
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cutting - Harvesting of the can«. 
cyclop» - A mechanical device used to remove solid par- 

ticle» from liquid or gt.s streams« 
desuaarlsin* - Recovery of the tugar from final molasses. 
de sweeten - sweeten off To wash a material fres from sugar. 
diatomaceoua earth - Material used as filter aid. 
diffuser - An equipment for the extraction of sugar from 

sugar bsst or sugar cane« 
division - The lenght of ? graves by beet knives. 
ag*ft - Percentage of raw juice by wight of beet proces- 

sed. 
dress a filter - To install knew filter cloth. 
trips - tas condensates from the steam chests. 
dry supstance - The moisture-free constituent of a solid 

or liquid material. 
entraînement - Droplets of syrup withdrown by vapour e- 

vaporated from it« 
•****•* «*••* - ?*• •*••* loÄving a turbine, 
feed water - Furs water used in boilers for steam genera- 

tion. 
filing - The repairing of beet knives by rraising. 
fllÜMT * ?B* «¿gat of cosettes in the volume of 1 w? of 

the diffuse. The weight of sassecuite fed in the baskst of the 
centrifugal for one cycle. 

filter aid - Material which precoated on the filtermem- 
brane improves the clarity of the filtered liquid. 

Htlf r m^m - * ***•* ©* cUtaf wire or paper provi- 
ding actual initial filter surface« 

citrato - Mquid after passlag taruga a filter. 
filter presse - A mr.chine for filtering and deeweeteuing 

compassa of plates and frames« 
HfjH - Aatoevaporation by the lowering of the pressure« 
footing - A quantity of high-purity aas se cai te used to 

furnish crystal surface for further crystallisation from lo- 
wer-purity liquors in pas boiling. 

foot valve - The valve whic dischargeH the finished sas- 
secuite, striket from the vacuum pan« 
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granuiator - Rotating drum type sugar drier. 
green syrup - The first purged syrup of a centrifugal 

with lower purity. 
hardness - The content of dissolved calcium an magnesi- 

um salts of water or juice. 
high syrup - high purity syrup that used for the first 

boiling. 
interlock - A mechanical or electrical device preven- 

ting independent operation of Ínter-conectad equipments. 
itti ce - Any sugar-containing liquid in sugar manufactu- 

ring processt up to the nelter station /sugar haouse/v 
.juice purification - The process of the possible quan- 

tity of impurities from the raw juice. 
iuico chamber - The space in an evaporator or vacuum 

pan for the boiling juice and the vapour go ne rated by It* 
knife - A splitter for slicing of beets* 
known losas - Losses of sugar during processing accoun- 

ted for. 
lagoon - settling lagoon - A space for the storage and 

setling of wast waters from the processing of sugar cans* 
leg line - The vertical pipe comprising the barometric 

column in an apparatus under vacuus. 
liming - Treating the raw juice with milk of lime. 
lime kiln - A cylindrical shaft-kiln for burning of 

lima stone. 
lima salts - Dissolved calcium salts in a sugar suluti- 

on expressed as percent CaO by total dry sups tance. 
liquor - A sugar containing liquid usad for crystallia 

sation in vacuum pans* 
losses - the of sugar in cans or bast processed and ob- 

tained aa crystalin sugar an as sugar in moleases. 
lining - cleading /refractory or insulating/ 
lixiviatlon - The procès of subsequent humidification 

an squeezing by the extraction of sugar iros sugar cane. 
machin syrup - mixed syrup, when the green and wash sy- 

rup are not separated by purging* 
magma - A mixture of crystala /sugar/ and liquid pre- 

pared by mixing the componente, as in affinât ion. 
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aassecuito - The mixture of crystals and mother liquor 
produced in the su&sr boiling process. 

melt -  To dissolve. 

mill - A machine with 3 of 4 rollers used for the ext 

traction of riw juice from sugar case by pressing. More units 

4-6 are assembled to a mill-plant or tandem one after the o- 
ther. 

mingle - To mix crystallin sugar with syrup for pumping 
or second centrici ging. 

mixer - A large receiver for a whole boiling with slow 
agitator and often with coolin elements« 

molasse - The syrup from the last boiling whic is sot 

suitable for further crystallisation. In the ease sugar in- 

dustry all the syrups are colled molasses and the final mo- 

lasses as black strap molasses. To avoid missunderstandisgs 
it is recomendad to call the rus of of all centrifugale sy- 

rup and only that of the last boiling molasses. 

mother liquor - tao solution from which crystals ar for- 

med /grown/« 

mud - first or second carbonation*» precipitate m • 

muddy juice - The thickened rest /residue/ after clari- 

fication of the purified juice. 

multiple effect - The short expression is sometimes u- 

sed for too multiple effect evaporator equipment consisting 

of 5 - 5 effects or bodies. 

nonsugar - Amy material present, aside wetter, which is 

not sugar« 

nucleatlop - seeding - graining The process sa« ©per*- 

tion of forming crystal seeds. 

parameter - A quantity or value to which may bo assig- 

ned arbitrary value. 

pontile - To bring into colloidal solution. 

Pfl t fi TfMt - * »•*•»*• ©* *eliity. 
polarisation - A measure of sugar concentration, fol or 

simply P is often used for tas sugareoaten of cane or best 

and intermediate products« 
plantation white sugar - Consumption crystallin sugar 

of lower qualivy obtaine directly from cane thick Juice with- 

out refining« 
plow - Discharging device 
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Plow - A discharging device of the centrifugal basket. 
polyploid - multifod 

precoat - A layer of filter aid. 

press water - water from the pressing of pulps. 
puddle - To make fluid. 

PUIP - The extracted posettes leaving the difuser. 

purge - To remov the mother liquor or syrup by centri- 
fugign. 

purity- The percentage of sugar on total solids. 

refraotometer - An instrument for the determination of 
total dry supstance of liquids« 

roller table - A roller conveyor used for dewatering 

and cleaning of the beet. 

sacharlaster - polariscope An instrument used for the 

determination of sugar concentration in liquids. 

screening - sieving The separation of oversized and u- 

dersited particles from crystaline sugar. 

scrublng - The washing of gases. 

scroll - A screw type conveyor. 

seal tank - The seal on the bottom of e barometric leg 
pipe. 

sedimentation - The falling of solid particles in liquid, 

seed cane cuttings - The stalks of cane pieced out for 
planting« 

seedling - A plant grown from seed. 

shredder - A machine used for de sin te grating cans beore 
extraction« 

sight glass * Heat-proof rousg glass plate used mounted 

on an apparatus for the visual control of processes« 

«pinning - Purging or centrifuging. 

silo - A storage bin for cristalina, granulated sugar« 

sludge - The setled mud from the thickener« 

smear - To produce fine crystals in massecuite, thus re- 

sulting in mixed-grain sizes difficult to centrifuge. 

soda ash - The technical grade of sodium carbonate fHa200*. 
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soft sugar - Brown sugar composed of very small crystals 
and relativi? high content of invert sugar, keeping the grains 
slightly moist* 

SPindel - A hygrometer. The conecting shaft betveen the 
centrifugal drive, or pulley and basket. 

sprangled - having many roots« 
stoam chest - heating chamber of the evaporator or similar* 
Steffen house - Sugar factory using the Steffen process. 
steam trap - A device for discharging condensate from a 

heating chambe« 
straight house - Sugar factory without Steffen process. 
string proof - A method +>o determine the consistency of 

the mother liquor by vacuum pan boiling. 
Sugar beet - beta vulgaris 
sugar oane - Saoharum officinarum 
sugar end - refinery The part of the sugar factory from 

vacuum pan boioing station up to the sugar drier« 
»asrgse - Sacharose 
sulphur burner - She sulphur stove an equipment for the 

production of sulphur dioxid gas. 
sweeten - Introducing a mugar containing liquor to a 

supstanoe or apparatus» replacing the liquid previously pre 
sent if any. 

HfftOT tff -.^••«••twi to wash the filter oake   as to 
recover mugar« 

sweet water - Dilute sugar solution from the washing of 
the filter oake or granular carbon beds« 

ftìlHt fWt - 2Sk> ••ttblishment, calculation of the mu- 
gar contained in intermediate products in the factory carried 
out by periodical factory account« 

Tharmolablle - Unstable to heat. 
thermophilic - Heat loving organisms« 
thickener - A olaririer. a metaling device« 
thick iuice - The thickened juice leaving the evaporator. 
thin Juice - The purified, filtered Juice ready for eva- 

poration 
third saturation - The sulphitation of thin ¿Juice. 
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tilting platform - dump platform àD unloading device for 

tracks and cars. 
tandem - An aasambly of 2-6 cane mills for the extrac- 

tion of raw ¿juice fro» sugar cane °y pre sing. 
tramp air - l'ha air that antera a boiler in such a way, 

that it does not participate in the combustion process, ther- 
by lowering the boiler efficiency, 

true PU ri by - fhe percentage proportion of true sucrose 
to tots! dry supstance. Usually sucrose is determined by an 
inversion method, and total dry supstance by drying. 

tube sheet - îhe perforated top and bottom plate of a ca- 
landria in which the heating tubes are mounted. 

twin - A compuond crystal composed of two or more cry- 
stals in reverse position to each other. 

wash syrup - white syrup ihe second run off purged after 

washing having higher purity. 
water hammer - -una stressas in steam chest and atea« pi- 

pas caused by mixing of steam with condensed water. 
vapor - fhe steaa derived fro* the boiling Juice. 
teollt - A hydrous ion-exange material. 
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2.0.   WláM irisai 01 SUGAR PRODUCTION 

2.o. 1>Growing of sugar cane /sugar beet/ 
She main features of the growing will be discussed in de- 

tails in the  section 5«. 1.1 and 3.2.1.  so tnere  is nototning ad- 
ditional to be discussed.  The cane  and beet are received and 
unloaded at the"factory site" the place is"namedHcane yard" or 

"beet yard". 

2.0.2. Processina of suger cane /sugar beet/ 
i?he processing of sugar cane and of sugar beet are in ge- 

neral very similar /differir^ only in some technological deta- 
ils/ so it will be vossible t0 ¿iscmss the flow sheet of proces- 
sing for both simultaneously on the basis of su^ar cane proces- 
sina and aarkir? the differences of the sugar beet processing. 

2.022.1. extraction station 

Preparation of the cane /beet/ - fhe cane is supplied to 
the factory mechanically by means of carriers and "feecin^ tab- 
les" bein¿ washed and freed from extraneous materials,  i'he ba- 
ets are commonly supplied hydraulically, by "flumin^" '"it* a 
water flow through, the "fluming canals" or "fluas". 

Ho max* possible a rapid and efficient extraction of the 
sugar the cane is cut into pieces by means of revolving "cane 
toi ves" and disintegrated by means of "shredders",   ike beets 
are sliced into "cosettee" or "chipps" oy means of different 

types of "beet slicers". 
extraction of sugar - íhe desintegrated cane  is extraed 

by repeated "sqeesing" and"imbibition" /"lixiviation"/ oy leans 
of a set of "crushing mill" called "mill tandem» or "tandem" or 
by diffusion i.e.  countercurrent leaching by water in a conti- 
nuous "diffuser",   iíhe beets, cosettes are extracted exclusive- 

ly by "diffusion*. 
By the extraction are obtained "row á*ice" /crude juice/ 

loo* by weight of cane /lift* by weight of beet/,  and oxh..uated 
"bagacilo" loo* by weight of the processed cane /-fresh pulp" 
or "exhausted pulp" 7o* by weight of the processed beet/ 
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J.o.¿.¿.  Juice purification station 
i'iie   row juice ou ¿ht  to  oe  purified as to  eliminate the  po- 

ssible quantity of "impurities"  "nonsugars" /dissoved inorganic 
salto and  organic .aostly colloid matters/ as  to make possible 
the production of a"'.'/hite   su¿a"  at the later crystalization. 

The  cane  row juice is "purified" by 3ulphure dioxid gas 
"sulphitation process" or by lime milk and  carbon dioxid-gas 
/carbonation process/. Sugar beet row juice is purified only by 
"carbonation nethod".  The precipitated mus /containing crysta- 
lized 0a3ü4 or CaCü* and a part of the impurities/ is"thickened" 
to muddy  juice and separated from the "clear juice" for easier 
filtration and "sweetening off". 

•Thickeners" /"clarifiers", "settlers" or "decanteurs"/ 
and "vacuum drum filters" are used for this operations. 

Finaly,  after filtration "fine filtration" by a"precoat 
type filter" /yieaf pressure filter", "candle  filter","filter 
press"/ the clear,  brilliant "thin juice"  is obtained lojfr by 
weight of cane,  l^o* by weight of beet;. 

J.O.2.5.   evaporation and  thick juice  sulphitation 
To obtain crystaline  sugar from the purified thin juice it 

is necessery to evaporate water from it.   This  evaporation is do- 
ne in two  steps:  by "evaporation" and by "crystalization".   At 
the evaporation the thin juice of ll-H°fìx density is concentra- 
ted in the  "multiple-effect evaporator" or simply "multiple-ef- 
fect" to  "thick juice" of 6o-66°Bx density, uln the cane sugar in- 
dustry the obtained "thick juice" is called "syrup" wat is mis- 
leading therefor not recomanded.   übe quantity of thick juice is 
about 24i* by weight of cane,   Jl# by weight ofi beet. 

The  subsequent thick juice"sulphitation'Vtreatment with 
302-gas is very important a3 to obtain sugar of "high whiteness" 
and to make easier the pan boiling and centrifuging process. 

Withe the evaporation station ends the first part of the 
sugar factory called "cane end" /beet end/.  The second part is 
callea  sugar end /or sometimes refinery/ 
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3.0.2.4.  ürytalization station 
dy this term is understod not  only the process of crysta- 

lization of su¿ar,   out the whole procès ox  the production of 
white,consumption su¿ar from the  thick juice i.e.   the whole  su- 
gar end.   It consists  of the"pan-boiling station"  and of the "cen- 
trifugal  station which can't be strictly devided concernign  the 
technologic sequence.   To obtain a white  su^ar of a good quality 
and hi-hest quantity  the "syrups",   "run offa" or "molasse"  se- 
parated from the   "massecuite" /mixture  of su ;ar crystals and 
mother liquor obtained  oy "boiling",   crystalization in the "va- 
cuum pans"/ by centrifuäinä, "purging"  is used for boiling oí  a 
"lower product" /lower boilinj,  lov/er "strike"/ i.e.  massecuite 
with lower purity.  On the other hand, "intermediate  su^ar" ou-ht 
to be  recrystallized  by melting with condensate or thin juice 
and renewed boiling of the obtained "hish purity liquor". All 
this processes are  carried out following a more or less compli- 
cated^ "bolline: scheme"  depending on the purity of the thick ju- 
ice and on the desired quality of the"consumption",  "white su- 

•*ar". 
The  syrup pur-ed from the last  "ow row boilin" massecuite 

is of such a lo-v purity, that it  is not suitable  for further 
crystalization,   and  it is called molasses /blackstrap molasses 
by cane/ and it wan be used for different purposes,  ¿y beet  su- 

3ar manufacturing a  d9su3arization is  supposed and presenter 
by cane  3uSar manufacturing   alcohol  prodaction from molasses 
is presented.  The use of the expression »molasses" for the run 
offs from the centrifugals is misleading  confusing and very in- 

convenient, it would be avoide. 
It is difficult to quote strictly the datas for the inter- 

mediate products of the sugar house without sthorough calcula- 
tions on the basis of stated local conditions and parameters. 
However the main datas are given in the 3raphic flow sheet e- 
stimated on the basis of experience.  So for cane sugar manufac- 
turing the yield on white sugar is estimated to be 11.0 by the 
•,ei-ht of the processed cane and the  same for beet procesing by 
»Steffen house" 14,8* depending on the fol of the cane /beet/ 
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3.o,2T5. Pulp drying station 

As  the  axtracted "co3ette3","pulp"froni 30gar beet is very 
valuable  cattle feed it  is to be dried to preserve its feed va- 
lue. 

The pulp from the diffuser is conveyed and fed into  the"pulp 
presses'*.  The obtaine "press water" is returned into the  diffu- 
ser as  to obtained somewhat more sugar and to avoide  serious wast 
water problems.  Ute    pressed pulp" is conveyed and fed into the 
rotary drying drum. The  "dried pulp" is weighed and conveyed /u- 
sually pneumatically/ to the "dry pulp" store house, where it 
can be  sacked by hand or mechanicaly. 

The Common quantities are t Fresh pulp 7o> by weight of the 
processed beet, pressed pulp 2o% by weitgh of beet,  dried pulp 
5•&# oy weight of beet. 

;>.0.2.6. Urna kiln station 
The nacessery lime and (^-gas for the ¿juice purification 

/by beet processing^ and sometimes by cane processing/ is pro- 
duced in a "lime kiln" at the factory site. 

¿h» limestone and coke are conveyed into the bunkar.   The ac- 
curate "feed misture" is weired and mixed autoaaticaly by filling 
the bucket of the skip.  The discharged lime /*iulck-liœe/ is con- 
veyed /sometimes after weighing/ to thenine-slaker" and the ob- 
tained "lime milk" is passed to a large "ripening tank",  from 
ther it is pumped to the rake classifier and/or to the hydroci- 
clons for the separation of "sand" i.e. unslaked particles. The 
sand-free lime milk is passed to the factory storing tank. 

The Oüp-S&s generated by lime-burning is passed through a 
wet gas washer Mscruber*tbefor the vacuum compressors, to the 
dewatering receivers. 

2.0.2.7. Utilisation of the molasses 
Steffen procès for beet molasses - The produced molasse 4* 

on bw<it is diluited in amixing tank by addition of >o* /on beet/ 
sweet water and passed to the "reactor" for the precipitation of 
calcium sacharate by addition of 2,7* CaO "botdprecipitation". 
The misture ia filtered by a vacuum drum filter and tha"sacha- 
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rate cake" is washed simultaneously.   fhe  filtrate is heated and 
treated again with powdered quicklime /hot precipitation/,   l'ha 
precipitate is  separated by "thickening"  in a "clarifier"  and 
filtered on a vacuum drum filter and  washed,  ihe ^wo  sacchara- 
te cakes are diluited and mixed /26% vacuum filtrate is a ided 
by weight of beet/ and the obtained *sacharate milk" ¿1% by  we- 
ight of beet is pumped into the"defecoearbonator" replacing the 
ne ce s se ry addition of lime milk. 
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3.  uNIf OPiiUriONi kllJ UNII? PHOJEaoûo 

>.l.   ¿¿¿r   i'J;iAB 

6.1.1.   3JCÍAH Büíáf ííiüfING 

j.l.ia.  jeneralitlea - i«âg«r öeet i» a aenber of the spe- 
cies deta vaharla,   faaillae ghenopodiaceae /gooaefoots/. 

¿•te aagaroeat plans Is gro.vn very successfully in the nor- 
teen latitudes,   out  there art aany aorta of it adapted co dif- 
leVent toil condition».  Ilice the colà  climate of âwteden, of the 
Canadian provinces of  ^totc and Minolta or the hot climatic 
conditions of Italy,  ¿pain and oí ¿risona or laperial Valley in 
the U.a. Concerning the temperature a day-time maximum average 
of 21°C and a night xinlwi* avera-e of lo°C art optimal for the 
production of  susar  In the sugar beat,  ffaa ytarly quantity of 
precipitates needed is aoout Ô00-660 am.  ¿oil» above a pH 6,5 
are aost favorable  for the sugarbeet growing, and thosa belcw 

5,2 are oto auiteble. 
fht average root yield has reached a quantity of 1? tons 

per acre oy a modern technology of   showing. At the begining ont 
can count    on lo-12 tons per acrt and on a sugar content Pol of 

15,5-10,5. 
3.1.1.2. ¿a*d production - For developing of a hoot gr©*» 

seed production many ytars of systematic work art neeessery. iln- 
all than seed material ie to be purchased from a well known re- 
liable tiras. *here are sugarbeet sorts with high ylold of roots 
per acri and low aagar content and sort* with low yield of root« 
per acre but high «agar content and middle sorts also, gtherwla« 
some sorts are lore relatant to diseases /cercospora-rtsiattnt 
sorts/ and the others less, ¿here is one more very important 
characteristic of the seed: the common sorts are aultigtr* it. 
each seed after planted results in several sedlings, which art 
later to be eliminated exept a single plant,  ¿ut there are pro- 
cessed ;aonogerm seeds and new genetic monogerm sorts which are 
used to reduce  labor and costs of production. 
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5.1.1.5. Planting -  fhe auccessfull growing ana the yield 
of sugarbeet depends in great ¿»art from the preparation of the 
soil ie.  of the seed bed.  fhe moat important  factors therby are: 
crop  sequence, depth of plowing,  tine  of plo.vin-,   fertilizer 

practice and herbicid usage. 
Multiple-row drills are used for planting which space out 

the seeds three or four inches apart from each other. The depth 
of seeding depends of the soil quality and varies from o,5-li5 

leche. 
Concerning fertilisers the addition of animal manure is ve- 

ry important, but in case of Halted supply,  additional mineral 
nutrient, should be used. Gare must be taken of the balance be- 
tween the amount of nitrogen ana other minerals. 

5.1.1.4. Chemical and aechan!cai control of weeds - i'o re- 
duce the costs of suáarbeet production it is very important to 
minimise or éliminât labor and to do all work« by chemical and 
mechanical methods. A very Important factor is the proper crop 
seomence ie. after ce» certain crops the numbers If weed seed- 

lln^s 1« loiter than after other.» 
fly using pre- and post-emergence herbicides it is possible 

to rapisce the machine cultivation and hand hoeln> Mechanical 
and chemical tools can be combined together by different method« 
depending en i the kind of machinery, the weather condition», 
the need of irrigation, the nature of soil, herbicide applica- 

thin etc. 

3.I.I.J. W1 ** i—«U IT* «*—— - ***• U * X!* 
of inwets and diseamm» ea***l« *> «••*«* ^^ or totmly ** 
augmrbe.t pUnt.. fl» »»•% important »oil in.ee*. ares «M», 
wireworm., white grub., root lice., gmrd.n centipede., tlm be- 
etle, mnd root maggot.. fh. foliar lnwct.t w^worm., It** •!- 
new, y.llci» bear cterpilUrs, army worms, mplder mite, alfm 

loopes and other.. . 
from tht di.ea.et some vlru. diñase« arm carried by in- 

»act. llkei curly top, beet »voy and variou. mo.aic. fungal 
sect, like i curxy wp. »sed-bome diseases Ilk*» 
bacteria can cause root-, foliar- and seeo-ooir 
black root, and the vary dengerou. cerccpora beticola. 
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me chemical control oí Insects a=.d diseases is carried 
oat by diiierenc lacniHB and tools,   one  simplier beine carried 
ana actioneu », .»n power and toe  bluest  by tractors,    i'nere 
are ¿any cneaical agents /plant protects, insecticides,  fai- 
sants and ¿rowtn replants/ on the  market under various coMaer- 
clal na.es.  îercospora is controlled in huaid actions 0y preven- 
tive sprayin3 at  1-2 .a.K intervals with tribasic «••*«'•«*- 
tied wit, special  chemical a3ents.   1'here were developed by dif- 
ferent  seed »reader, cercospora resistent varieties of sugarbe- 
et what is to be regarded by purchassini tne seed material. 

5.1.1.6. - *«at tunning - ¿or the optical ärowth and the 
highest yield It is necessery to assure a plant ?upulation of 
Z.ooo - 75.000 beets per hectare /25-,o.ooo per «**. *th»- 
nliorm distances between sintfl. beets, as to obtain such a oesi- 
5Í "in,l stand" it is camonly practic.d to plant excess seed 

ind to thin later to the wanted final stand,  fh. aethods of 
tannin, are different, such as, hand thinn ná «*£»£«  °• 
blockiw followed by hand thinning  spring-tine tools u,.d s.v. siooKim w •> ^   tll9 Ubor 8a_ 
ral tines at an an¿le to the oeet row, 
vins ano ao.t acurate electronic  selective ^^' • 

*» newly developea »ono.er* seeds can eliminate the thin 
»1«,  out it reuuires precise soip preparation, precise seed 
aruis combine.  At»   herbicioe and insecticide distribution. 

,117- irrigation - Ae need and method for irrigation 
of ausarten is"^¡ren^ fro» producing area to producing area 
d p ndi-- .ostly on temperauture.  typ. of soil, — of slop.. 
llount of rainfall and lenth of 8rowine season. *reeo_u.», W 

,aÄf,,i  than haevy, infree<iuo"iC waterings. De. irritions are mor useful than haevy, * ^ 
fidanti moisture in soil decreases the crop growth 
au^roeet yiela, but overirrigation can be harmful..a*U aireño 
susaroeei; yxexu, -ftriBai o-rowth of sugarbeet. The 
soil is also necessery lor the normal grow^u «        a 

r      „ifh rotary sprinkles are also used, to avoid ».-» u-af inn a/stems with rotary »JJA ****-•• _j-n rigation bfc sue systems will 
the expenditure  for leveling the neia. uo 

cover 4o - 7o hars. 
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.a. 1.8. Harvests« and trasportila - only the clean rooa 
of the suSarbeet are suitable tor processing.  iherefor not only 
the soil particles and weeds as cast off ought to be separated 
from the  beets befor delivery,   but the leaves and b.et *<*>••!- 
so./3eet tops are not suitable  lor the extraction because of the 
low sugar content ana high nonaugtr content,  out they are very 

useful livestock feed/. 
¿he harvest can oe done "by hand- prouSning out the rows 

A •.*- .in-i* heats are afterward«   taken in nana of suÉíarbeets and the single oeeus a« 
ean d and the tops are cut off with a special knife, scalper 

.ow-a-day there are W typ.s of ,ood root harves ers. One 
averaae-siaed machio, can replace 25-tf workers in the hand ope- 
avera3e aizea mm fx?oa tbt  single-row machine 
ration,  i'he types cf harvester» vary iru« * o- 

*     * . .m.ii  »fanilv sized0 operation, the gro- fitting the needs of a small   lanny sia««     * 
„r doLg only «. destin« of hi. o» not « ended aera*, 

through th. tao-, WW "<**»» «» *° th*^rft £ X- 

ping of tMB- d tne ^„tad root, into truck, 
beetroots. - Io be cpaDia w *«« .<.*.—.»d« in trukca. 
or to collect them in a tank and to unload afterwards in tru 

i: Te sLple in con.tructio» *"»»££££,!"**- 

,.1 drown carts ar. .uitab . only «»^ ^ „ lB M. 
even if the harvesting is done oy nana .•»<-«•« 

comanded. factory tractor« 
For direct transporting of the beets to • 

4-1 fn.iiora are used, which can enter in *a» 
.iti cart, or special **£*££ ^J^, co,ntry pila, ar, M- 
fialda in wet «.atoar. *or larjer «" th. „_ 
„ad at «fa. lnt.ra.di.ta raclving "f»'~*/• on, *«> trát- 
ete ara trasportad by larga trasportine unit, calón. 

lor. up to 25 t capacity aach. citable, can be used 
Kallroad tranaportlng if not the most » 

«4-4„» ia not to be recomacaeo. but water-way transporting is not; no « 
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p.1,1.9. deceiving and storage of sugar beets 

3.1.1.9.1. Generalities - ibe beets are received and paid 
on the basis of net weight /the roots free of extraneous mate- 
rials and properly topped/ and very often on the basis of su^ar- 
contert  too. 1'he physical and physiologycal condition of the be- 
ets ought to be controled by sight at receiving and discharging. 
3ugarbeets are very oft stored for a longer or shorter period 
depending on the local conditions.  In the northen latitudes /Ca- 
nada,  Germany, Sweden/ the procer sing of the beets is not to be 
commenced until the sugarcontent of the beets has not achieved 
its maximum /its technological maturity/, until the frost parios. 
A great part of tfhe crop is therefor stored in long-term stara- 
ges for a period of 6o-9o days. In mild climate areas the beets 
are stored only for 3-5 days, as a buffer quantity, to avoid tem- 
porary shutdowns of the processing in case of longer rains. The 
harvest is carried out paralel with the processing in this case. 
Under hot climatic conditions the harvested beets get so rapidly 
damaged, that they have to be processed not later as 24 hours af- 

ter harvesting. 

3.1.1.9.2.   Weighing • Two balances of adequate capacity are 
necessery capable to weight two transport units each /5o-6o t/ 
By the first the loaded cars jaunits/ are weighed and by the se- 
cond the empty units eventualy with the separated dirt and trash. 
Ihe first dirt is determined by the difference of the two weights. 

3.1.1.9o. Sampling and analysing - Though the sampling can 
be done by hand,  for more accurate and more reliable sampling a 
mechanical sampler is needed. By dry unloading it is a pan moun- 
ted on an arm so that it passes through the stream of falling be- 
ets and takes the necessery quantity of sample. By wet unloading 
a separate machine is needed with a sounding tube which is forced 
into the beets /mass of beets/ befor unloading as to teka the ne- 
cessery quantity of beets and dirts. 

As to determine the  second dirt the beets from the sampler 
tre weighed, cleaned, derowned /topped if necessery/ and weighed 
again.   The difference of these two weighings gives the second 

dirt. 
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i'he determination of sugar content of the beets is carried 
out by a completly automated  J?are Laboratory líiquepment which re- 
quires high first costs. It can be aone    also by classic non au- 
tomated equipment which provides ¡nor labor and the capacity is 
limited on a fewer number of samples. 

3.1.1.9.4, i)ry unloading and piling - ¿ischarching of the 
transporting vehicles ou^ht to be mechanized as to be able to 
supply any larger factory and to delioerate the vehicles as so- 
on as possible. Movable and stationary tilting systems are used 
for dry discharging and piling,  consisting of one or more til- 
ting platform, receiving hoppers, elevating conveyors, dirt scre- 
ens,  samplers, a horizontal conveyor and a movable piling boom« 
stocking the beets into the pile. Movable dry pilers are very 
suitable for discharging and piling the beets at "country piles? 
Stationary dry piling systems are in wide use for factory site 
storages«  J?he beets are less cleaned and less gently handled by 
dry methods.  The shapes of the piles depend on climatic and o- 
ther conditions. Usualy the pile has a base width of oo-4o m, 
a top width of 4o-2o m, and a night of 6~8m. The method is sui- 
table also for discharging railcarts. 

3.1.1.9.5. Wet unloading and piling - The beets are unloa- 
ded from trucks,  trailers or railcarts by water Jets directed 
by nozzles with electromotoric drive /sometimes by hand opera- 
tion/.   Jîhey fall with the water in a wet hopper and are fluaed 
/carried away by the water/.   The flumes /fluming canals/ are ve- 
ry suitable for mounting more efficient cleaning devices on thta 
than used by dry unloading,  as» 

The beet feeder 
J?he stone catoher 
i'he trash cachers /the necessery number depending on the 

quantity and quality of trash/. 
Dewatering screen 
All this devices will be discussed later, at the prepara- 

tion of the beets for extraction /J.1.2.1.1./ 
i'he elevation of the beets from the dewatering screen lo- 

cated often deep in the ground is carried out by inclined drag- 
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chain  conveyors and  the further transportation by suitable belt 
conveyors,  i'he piling of the beet3 can be done by a movable bo- 
om mounted on a  reloading car moving ilong the central  belt con- 
veyor,  receiving the  beets from it and passing thea to  the pi- 
ling  boom,   ¿he  beets are  stocked in flat slab storages  ooth si- 
ces along tne central conveyor to a night of 5-lo tn depending on 
weather conditions. 

A more suitaole equipment is the piling bridge especialy 
for long term storage,  ^n the briage moving over a large  flat 
slaD atoraba of i?o-Qo m width and 15o->oo m length are mounted 
the  "central belt conveyor" with the movable reloading cai.* car- 
rying the piling boom wich c   i be inclinea close to the "ground" 
end elevated up to a maximum piling night of lo-ll m. 

¿y wet discharging and piling the beets are far better cle- 
aned and somewhat gentlier handled,  therefor it is «or suitable 
for a long term storage if not indispensable.  !he method ie su- 
itable for discharging railcarts but the bearings of them art 
to oe protected, thereby. 

3.1.1.9.6.  Short term storage - It serves for the contiu- 
0U8  supply of the factory, ¡.ormaly it is a flat slab storage bu- 
ilt  of concrete,  located at the factory site, fitted with the 
necessary equipment for unloading,  cleaning, transporting and 
piling of the beets and with fluming canals for for supplying 
them to the factory,  i'he flume canals ought to have a smooth 
surface, adequate descent /fall/» and ought not to be covered 
with steel-, wooden- or plastic plates, äach part of the stored 
beets ought to be possible to supply to the factory independen- 
tly of the piling sequence, tflat slab storages with iadependent 
compartments and with large free surfaces of the piles esposta 
to natural ventilation are therefor aor suitable than ths long 
beet-flumes built  aeep in the ground.  Uountry piles are siapli- 
er,   loaded with movable dry pilers and by emptying frontloaders 
are  usea for loading the transporting units. 

>.1.1.9.7. ^on¿ term storage - Phe large flat slab storage 
place,ought to oe located at the factory site as to make possi- 
ble an easy ana constant control of the large quantity of stor- 
ea  beets and s  direct  supplying of them to the factory by flu- 
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mina instead of a mechanical transporting   vith a lar.je number 
of loading and transporting units.  It is fittea witn reliable 
unloaaing,  cleaning, piling and conditioning equipment lor the 
beets.   A« later is indispensable as to  save  the good handle- 
ability and processability of the beets ana to  bring down the 
sugar losses during the  lon¿ time of storage,  òystems of blo- 
wers with ventilation ducts /of steel tubes or concrete/ are 
used to bio* cool night air though the beets in pile as to co- 
ol thea down near to 1°0.  For an efficient cooling overnight 
temperatures lower than 6~8°C are needed. Cool water is injec- 
ted sometimes befor the blowers    as to keep the relativ humidi- 
ty at a necesaery hi^h level to avoid th« draining of the beets# 
la very cool climates it is useful to cover the sides of che pi- 
Its with plastic foils or similar to protect the beets froa fre- 
ezing« However by a very big unie pila the relativ surface expo- 
sed to freezing it small and the deaages caused \>y freezing are 
not to dangerous ss xiy small or thin piles. 
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3.1. ¿. 1.   extraction of  3u¿ar 

^.l.íi.l..   applying the  oeets to  the  factor.v 
i'he   coamon ar.d most  economic  method for supplying  the   be- 

ets to   the  factory is  by flunin •;.   i'he  beets are tearea down from 
the  pile  by easy to handle nozzles producing a water jet of abo- 
ut e kp/cTi    presure,   into the flumin.3 cnala conducting the mass 
of beets and water to  the  factory by  gravity.  400-600* of water 
by weight  of the bests are necessery for this transporting.   The- 
re are  other methods  for transporting the beets to  the factory, 
hich can all be  treated as a solution for 3pecial local condi- 

tions,  on the way to  the factory,  along the flume are located 
the folowin¿ devices s 

Cut off ¿ate - ierves to stop the stream of flaming water 
and beets in a case of emergency. 

deet feeder - Jerves to secure the uniform stream of flu- 
min$. i'he vertical oscilutiiu;, sute is preferable to the radial 
spoke feeder. 

Trash catchers -  i'his devices are neossery in sufficient 
/aboundant/  number and  capacity.  Aake  type devices,  with coun- 
tercurrent moving rakes mounted on endless chains,  catching and 
carrying leaves,  weeds exid grass from the fluming ma3s and dis- 
charging them over the ground  . 

iiQck catchers - One or more devices are necessery depen- 
ding on the quantity of stones brought with the beets.  There 
are different types of rock catch-r.   t:>   •^•¿•¿xia.'rioi: of stones 
and other extraneous pieces is done by all of them by annupward 
water stream of regulable velocity,   i'he chain rock conveyor bu- 
ilt in ou^ht to  be  reliable and safe  in operation. 

Utter ¿ate - Serves to stop suplyin¿ of beet3 without  sto- 
pin¿ the   stream of witer. 

Beet  pump - ierves for elevating the beets with the flume 
water which arrives to  the factory at a deep point under the 
¿oundto  tae  subseHent wasning and  slicing.  The ¡aost suitable way 
i,j to carry out this in one operation by means of a beet puap. 
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uiftitifs and üewaterin^ weel3 comoined with bucket elevators a- 
re not recomanded. 

itewatering screen -  After the beet pump the beets are  se- 
parated from the flum water and dirt   by ons of the difieran     ty- 
pes of Cc'vatering screens  like:  multiple cioker-, multiple  a-ae- 
re foil-,   spiral nip roll- or vioratin¿ jitter screen,   ¿he vio- 
rating screens have  soma  advantages  damaging less the beetn and 
retaining more  beet pieces. A11  this  devices car be supplied 
with a system of nozzles  to rinse the beets as  final wasain¿. 

Beet washer - To remove adherent dirt and extraneous mate- 
rials from ti\e beets befor slicing and procesing they ought  to 
be washed.  i'he most common device for this is a paddle washer, 
consisting cf a horizontal lonj tank with double conic bottom 
/The inner perforated/ and with a lon¿e horizontal shaft,  eqip- 
ped   "1th propeller paddles of 3teel  which asitate and move  the 
mass of beets to the outlet end, wher the beets ar lifted and 
moved /discharged/ froji the washer.  An efficient stone catcher 
is the integral and essential part of the washer. 

Jewatering screen - oicilar type as beior washing is used 
for devatering and final washing ./hat is very important to "re- 
move the bacterials of the soil. 

3.1.2.1.2.  Slicing of beets 
To make possible the  extraction of sugar the beets are  sli- 

ced into "cosette3 /or chi.jpps/. Knives with V-corugated edges 
are commonly used for slicing with different "division" to ob- 
tain finer or thicker eosettes.  There are left and right knives 
after the  sense of rotation of the slicing table, and al30 A end 
à knives.  Two knives are fixed in a "block" for an easy and ra- 
pid change of them. There are beet slicers with revolving sli- 
cing table with the bloks and slicers with stationary slicing 
table /knives/ and revolving drum /beets/.  Both f»ypes can give 
a good performance.   The slicer ought  to have a reliable safety 
accessory for 3elf stopping when an extraneous body arrives to 
the knives,   1th adequate doors and auxiliary small motor for 
low speed at cleaning and changing of the knives.  The knived 
by a rotary drum slicer can be changed in inarch. At least half 
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of the slicers ougnt to oe with variar,!- ¡rive /revolution/ i.*. 
variaole capacity. Ph» capacities of alicers ar of ?>o-;>ooo tons 
oí   oeet    er d^y. 

The auxiliary machined /tool/   t'or  restoring the  knives: 
otraigntening aacnin« 
rtouting n&acnine 
illing machine 

3.1.2.1o«   Veigning of C03ettea 
AS to .maintain a continuous ana anilora ilo* of processing 

belt-conveyor acales are  ased with measuring,  registratine and 
counting d3vic«3.   ¿'he  scales ought to have a l&rjer capacity 
than the maximum of  processing. 

3.1.2.1.4.  extraction 
3.1.2.1.^.1.  iensralities -   Tne sugar is extracted  from the 

casettes by leachinj with hot water in countercurrent  process ca- 
lled "diffusion" by equipment callea "diffuser", 

The main  requirements on a diffuser ar-íi  to extract   the pos- 
sible maximum of sugar and the  po :,siole  mi ".imi. ~ of other suostan- 
ces  "impurities" or "non sugars"  as t.j obtain a row juice of high 
purity, io do  it with few water audau "lo,   draft",   securing un- 
favorable conditions for microbiological activity  oy suitable 
construction,   operating   temperature and ef.'icient desinfecting 
device, v.ithout demaging the extracted cosette3 Mpulp3M by over- 
heating.  Short  retention ti.ae  ooth for cosettes and juice is re- 
quired. The pres.i water from tne pulp presses ought to be  recu- 
perated, reneated and reused in the difluser.   The diffuser ought 
to  be capable   for processing oeets of different quality /fresh, 
¿¿Iterated or even frozen baets/. 

t'h« oaten, type diff iser the classical "Hobart battery" i¿ 
lot  suitable  for a modern processing oacause of the high amount 
of  laoor needed and because of the high amount of waat water it 
produces and  can not  take back. 

;,1.2.L.4.2, ¿he it»P. Jrum Difl'user - it consists of a re- 
volving arum devidea in compartments with conveying elements of 
couettes.   The  main characteristics of this equipment are:   short 
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retention  tine  oí  tne   ¿uice,  there  are no   uovinj parts insiae 
the drum,   easy o eration and repair,   ni3h adaptability to  vary- 
ing extraction capacities,   low drat  of the diffusion juice,  he- 
atir.-j of the cohetees  by reheated  juice,  large  dimensiona of 
the drum lar¿e  space  for location,   unit capacities fro;a 800 - 
4-äoo tons  of beet per day. 

$.1.211.4o.  fhe D.d.ò. ¿lope Diffuser - It   insists of 
I      an inclined trough with two into mieahing scrolls for the tran- 
!      sport of the cosettes /which enter the diffuser et the lo.ver 

end/ in countercurent with the fresh water and the press water 
wnich enter et the upper end . nd flow uown through the mass of 
cosettea.  í'he main characteristics of this equipment are:   soar- 
3e cosettes needed, long retention time of the  juice and coset- 
tes, a full or forced capacity    processing is required for goed 
performances and troubläles operation, simple construction and 
operation, easy maintenance, seating of the cosettes by steam 
jackets, unit capcities from l$oo -  2oo to/  day. 

5.1.2.1.4.4. Fne D.d.J.-Silver Slope diffuser - It is in 
general meenanical construction very similar to the J.d.i diffu- 
sion mentioned affore. nowever from the technological wiew it is 
different. îhe main characteristics arei very fine cosettes are 
neede /well trained operator/, very short retention time of the 
juice and of the cosettes, low draft of row juice, cool diffu- 
sion juice, full ore forced capeity operatin is required for a 
good performance, 3imple construction and easy maintenance and 
operation, aeating of the cosettes by steam jackets. Unit capa- 
cities from 1500 - $000 t b / day. 

3.1.2.1.4.5. i'he Dower Diffuser - It consists of a horizon- 
tal cosettes mixer /closed trough with transporting and mixing 
scrol/ in which the cosettes are "scalded" with hot juice and 
pumped into the bottom of ths diffuser-tower in which tha laa- 
chin¿ out of cosettes takes place.  The fresh water and press 
water are introduced at the upper part of the tower,  i'he main 
characteristics arei  good adaptability to cosettes of différant 
quality and to different capacities of extraction /operation/,  low 
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draft of the diffusion juice, ror the heating oí cosetes rehea- 

ted juice is used. Unit capacities from 1500-6000 to/ day. 

J?h« De 3met Diffuser - it consists of a horizontal screen- 

belt conveyor on which the preheated cosettes /in an inclined 

trough/ are moved in a layer and are simultaneously sprayed 

wtih reheated juice by a system of juice distribution pumps. 

The cooled row juice is drown from the scalding trou~\. Fresh 

water is sprayed on the cosettes at the end of the leaching and 

presa water a hit later. The velocity of the scren conveyor can 

be varied. For a good efficiency fire cosettes are required and 

not a low draft. 

Auxiliary equipment for the extractions 

Fresh water sulphurer is the most suitable device for a- 

cidifying th» fresh water using liquid sulphur dioxid. ¿ulphu 

dioxid can ba produced at the factory by burning sulphur in sul- 

prur burners descrived later />.2.2.2.7. Preparation of the sul- 

phur aioxid gas /. Sulphuric acid and hydrocloric acid ars less 

suitabIs. 
Press water depulping devices - the comaonly used device 

now a day is an arch screen so called D.á.M. screen simple in 

construction /no moving parts/ easy to operata and maintain. 
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¿.1.2.2. Jalee purification 

3*1.2.2.1. Generalities 

ühere are several methods of juice purification all baaed 

on treatening the juice with lime /liming, defecation/ and on 

treatening with CC^-gas /carbonation, saturation/. The main de- 

mands on a good purification method are: to produce a thin jui- 

ce of high purity and good thermostability i.e. a juice which 

will not change its colour and pH-value during the subsequent 

evaporation, to product a mud, muddy juice easy to setle and e- 

asy to filtrate« The method and the equipment for the juice pu- 

rification ought to bt suitable for processing alterated, dete- 

riorated and frozen beets eventually with some »edifications of 
the standard operation. 

jj.1.2.2.2. Preliming 

i*he elevation of alcalinity, pa value of the juice ought 

to be executed progressivly, without local over-alializationa, 

as to make the dissolved colloid materials ready for precipita- 

tion and adsorption on the surface of carbonai particles which 

returned by recicling a part of the precipitated calcium carbo- 

nat i.e. thickened juice /sludge/. A very suitable stapless pre- 

li ai er is the "brleghel waller" type, a horizontal U-shaped trough 

with six or more compartments and a horizontal paddle agitator. 

The alcalizing agents milk of lime and thickened sludge are in- 

troduced at the opposlt end to the row juice input. A desired 

amount of it is conveyed backwards in countercurrent to the ju- 

ice by means of adjustable deflecting baffles. Required retenti- 

on time 15-20 minute. 

3.1.2.2.3. Defecocarbonation 

By this method both agents lime milk and UC^-gas are added 

simultaneously. A very suitable equipment is the one consisting 

of two vertical «ylindrical tanks, ihe gasing takes place in the 

bigser one with the additon of sacharate milk, the smaller one 

serves for mixing of the heated preliaed juice with the recircu- 

lated gased juice by means of a recirculation pump with a rate 

of 8oo# by weight of the row juice. The carbon dioxide gas is 
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introducid by a control valvs actuated by  the automatic ptí con- 
trolltr. i'o obtaoin i good utilization of J02-gas a carbonation 

coloain /juice level over the gas distributor/ of 5 m or mor« is 

required. A part of the carbonatad juice is taken befor the re- 

el rcul?t ion pump« and sent zo  the subsequent thickening. 

5,1.2.2.4. thickening /OlarrifyicV 
Mechanical thickeners /clarifiera, setlers/ are the most 

suitable types, consisting of 5-4 cylindrlc compartments one up- 

pon the other separated with conic bottoms, ¿ach compartment 

works as a »sparate unit type thickener receiving the juic« from 

a common distributing tank, and discharging the thickened mud 

and clarified ;Juice by two pipes common for all compartment». 

2b* precipitated mud is moved to the center of each conic bot- 
tom by raking mechanisms mounted on a common shaft, iîhe reten- 

tion time of the ¿uice in the thickener ought to be as short as 

possible , not longer than 6o minuta. It can be shortened prity 

wall by using floculating »gents /carefull preparation and f»e- 

uiBg of them is essential/ 

5.1.2.2.5. âludge filtration 
It is carried out mostly on vacuum filters, rotary drum 

filter», removing the ¿uice and »weetening of th» lilter cake in 

continuous operation, übe drum ought to b» covered with a sui- 

table filter cloth. The sugar content of the wast cake should 

not b» higher than o,a*. The necessery vacuum for this filters 

is obtained with special vacuum pumps of the water-ring typ», 

combined with a barometric condenser. A direct filtering of the 

first carbonation ¡juice on filter presses i3 not recomanded be- 

cause of the hiáh amount of labor requirad and difficult!»» by 

sweetening off the filter cak». 

5.1.2.2.6. Liming 
The liming is carried out in a cylindric tank fitted with 

an efficient stirrer /impeller type/ a» to »acur» a uniform al- 

calinity which is indispensable for a trouble free work. Liming 

ought to be fitted with a by-pass pipe a» to be excluded alter- 

nat ivly. Necessery retention time ö - 15 minut». 
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5.1.2.2.7. .Second and intermediate carbonation 

j?ii«y are carried out in cylindrical tanks /caroonatora/ 

with countercurrent COg-gas distributor and automatic pH con- 

trol regulating the introduced gas quantity. It is advantageous 

to remove the sludge by a clarifier after the intermediate or 

adsorption-carbonation as to obtain a thin juice with light co- 

lour and good thermostability, ior a good utilization of the 

OO^-gas a carbonation colomn of about 5 m is required. 

3.1.2.2.8. fhickening 

J?he sludge of tha intermediate or second caroonation jui- 
ce setles very rapidly, therefor a clarifier, thickener of ve- 

ry saall felze«, with a retention time of 2o min is sufficient 

to remove the sludge «ich is recycled to the preliming and to 
obtain a clear juice. 

3.1.2.2.9. nitration of sacona caroonation juice 

rhis filtration must be carried out vary carefuiy oecause 

the obtainad thin juica is passed to tha evaporator». tfor this 

operation "plate and frase pressas" can ba usad, but because 

of tha discontinuai method, necessary amount of labour they requi- 

re and high cost of filter clothes, pressure leaf filters are 

prefairable giving also more clear juice, ihis type of filter 

consists of a tank, horizontal or vertical, with screened disci 

"leaves*1 which ought to be cowered also with a filter close of 

reliable quality especially when vertical "leaves" are used, 

ihe discs are precoated with a this layer of filter aid befor 

evry cycle. It is very important that the filter has a relialbe 

and efficient Internal oscilating sluicing mechaniame. Dhe slud- 

ge from this filters can be returned to the vacuum filters to 

desweetenlng. 

Auxiliary equipment for juice purification 

Juice pumps - centrifugal pumps of suitable type. 

Muddy juice pumps * pumps of special type ara needed as not 

to destroy the large floes /centrifugal »urns with large canal la 

pollers and variable revolution or volumetric pomps/. 

liime milk feeder of a suitable and reliable type. 

Frefioat preparing equipment for the pressure leaf filters 
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).1.2o. evaporation and thick jalee sulphitatlon 

;>.1.2.>.l, ientralities 

jiy evaporation the thin ¿alce or  11-14 Bx density is con- 

centrated to thick juice of 58-66 Bx density in a multiple-ef- 

fect evaporator. A quadrouple-effect evaporator consists of fo- 

ur unit evaporator oodies /effects/ and only the first effect 

is nested «ith exhaust steam from the turbine, the second bouy 

is heated with the vapour evaporated in the first body, the 3rd 

Doüy with the vapour evaporated in the second body and so on. 

other heating aevices like preheaters /heatexchangers/ for wa- 

ter and juice, are heated with vapour of an adequate effect. 

The last body is operated commonly under vacuum the vapour o- 

utput being conjuncted with a barometric condenser. The thin 

juice is preheated befor entering the first body. 

% 1.2.p.2. The Kobert evaporator 

The main requirements on a multiple-effect evaporator ares 

short retention time of the ¿uiee, small temperatur differences 

between the heating vapour and the juico evaporated. There are 

many types of evaporator bodies, but for a newly «¿jtablis'-ied su- 

gar factory the calandria type, "Robert" evaporator is the most 

suitable as the most simple in construction and in operating. 

It has a vertical cylindrical shell with dished bottom and head, 

-he calandria type heating chamber consisting of a large verti- 

cal tube bundle, located at the botom part has a large center 

tube well "downtake". An essential part of the evaporator body- 

is an efficient and reliable separator for juice dropplets "en- 

traînement s", mounted at the head part. Tor a good efficiency 

a careful removal of the condensed water and of nonconconden- 

sable gases "ammonia" is indispensable. 

A quaarouple-effect "riobert" evaporator is recomanded 

with the fourth body under vacuum, with evaporating tubes of 

steel, with sealed downtake and with manually operated valves 

for juico level control. 
Auxiliary equipment for the evaporator station: 

(Thin juice tank ou^ht to be of large capacity 5o-4om . 

Jondensate pu.aps of special type for hot water. 
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Juice heaters as described at %2.2.¿.l. 
Jondensate recuperating system /receivers with level con- 

trollers/ 
Barometric condenser with waterring vacuum pump 
Accessories»  Thermometers, manomsters,  safety valves. 

3.1.2.3.3.  Thick juice sulphitation 
áulphitation, treating the juice with sulphur dioxide,  is 

a very essential operationenabling the production of airect 
consumption sugar *ith hi^h whitness and easier boiling and 
centriruging. It is carried out in a vertical tube-shaped sul- 
phurrer made of normal steel with a sulphur dioxide distribu- 
tor of stainless steel.  The a02-gas feeding is to be control- 
led in accordance with the juice flow rate or with the pH-valu 
of the sulphured juice. 

3.1.2..4« Crystallization 

3.1.2.4.1. {generalities 
'The final step of the sugar production is the crystalliza- 

tion and centrifuging.  The crystallization is carried out in 
vacuum boiling pans by concentrating the juice ie liquors, sy- 
rups to oversaturation. To obtain a white consumption sugar of 
a good quality and in hig*u^t possible quantity the intermedi- 
ate and low sugars are reme 1 ted and recrystallized.  There ars 
many different crystallization-, boiling schemes used depend- 
ding on the quality of thick juice and on the quality of sugar 
required. A very simple and commonly used "three boiling" sche- 
me Is recomanded described in the chapter ¿low sheet of beet 
sugar manufacturing 2.1. 

The main requirements on a boiling scheme are: 
To secure a standard,  constant quality of consumption su- 

¿ar, even by changeable quality of beets ie. of thick juice. 
To secure a standard,  constant quality of final molasses 

/low purity/ ie. a good exhaustion of it. 
To secure high yields on consumption sugar ie. low los- 

ses, by a straight and quick e.imination of nonsusars to thd 
final molasses. 
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2.1.2.4.2.  '/acuam pan boiling station 
rhe  crystallization of sujar is commonly carriea oat in 

batch process,  in vacuum pans similar to a lobert evaporator, 
¿he c&lanuria type steam cheat, with a lar-$e central uowntake 
is the  3impliest and still very efficient one.  It is advanta- 
geous to have a minimum ratio of seeding, volume to the  final 
strike volume  , oy  vhich the night of the massacuite above the 
callanari-  should not be more than 16oo mm as to assure a good 
circulation. As the boiling is carried out under vacuum the pan 
oelt must oe strong enough for a long time work.  iJhe vacuum 
vent must assure a fine regulation of the vacuum and ought to 
be easy to handle like the discharging vent too. i'he can be ac- 
tioned pneumatiealy or hydraulicaly. An efficient and reliable 
catch all built in is inaiapensabie and an additional large 0- 
ne   is very useful espenialy At the hi^h boiling pan# Jforced 
circulation of the massecuite by an impeller is very helpful 
at the low row pans but is not indispensable, fan capacities 
of 4o-5o t of massecuite are the most suitable. 

2.1.2.4.2.1. Massecuite treatment 
Mixers» U-shaped tanks provided with slowly agitating 

agitators combined with cooling and heating coils are used for 
receiving and further treatment of the discharged massecuits« 

For the low row massecuite /last boiling/ a cryatllizing 
buttery,  consisting of for or more cryatalliaera /U-snmped 
taks with slow agitator provided with special cooling elements 
doamonily discs/ as to secure a maximal possible exhaustion 
of final molassss by further crystallization. Retention time 
of massecuite in the battery varies from ¿>6 - 48 hours, ins 
massecuite is cooleu down successivly to 4o°C and for the fol- 
lowing centrifuging it must be reheated to 5o U in the last 
tank and in the distributing screw over the centrifugals. 

5.1.2.4.2.2. Liquor filtration 
A careful filtration of the liquor used for boiling the 

first-, A-massecuite giving the consumption sugar /standard 

liquor, high purity liquor/ is indispensable. The filters 0* 

ught to remove all suspended metter and to produce a brillant 
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filtrate,  i'he use of filter aida in form of a precoat is in- 
dispensable and it is very useful to iced constantly an addi- 
tional quantity of filter aid into the liquor to be filtered 
by a reliable feeding device.As to facilitate the filtration 
the liquor ou^ht to be preheated to 9o-93°C 

Filters with horizontal filter elements are safe from da- 
mages of the precoat layer, so more reliable in work, horizon- 
tal leaf pressure filters are the most suitable, though other 
types /vertical leaf pressure filters, candle filters, filter 
presses/ can also be used. 

dweetening off the discharged filter cake    can be carri- 
ed out on a ssparute small vacuum filter or a filter press. 

3.1.2.4.2o. Barometric condensers 
£h*y are vertical recipients with downtake seal tubes of 

the ne cesser? lenght and with couling water distribuitila sy- 
stem. Tna noncondansable gases are carried away by vacuum pumps 
of wmtar-ring typa« Saoh group of boiling pans ought to have 
his own condenser /if not each pan/. The last body of the eva- 
porator can be attached   to the low row   boiling condenser. The 
vacuum drum filters ought to have there own barometric conden- 
ser and vacuum pump« 

3.1.2.3. Centrifugal station 
Oantrifugiiifti purging by which the separation of the mo- 

ther liquor from the cristallized sugar, and the washing of the 
sugar is carried out has a direct and essential influence on the 
purity and whiteness of the consumption sugar and on the adjust- 
ment of the boiling scheme on different conditions,   i'he main re- 
quirements on the centrifugal are: 

Efficient separation of the mother liquor from the sugar 
securing thus, and by the uniform washing, the high purity of 
the sugar throughout the calie remained in the basket. 

A reliable dischargint device,  safe against demeging the 

basket screen. 
An electric drive causing not too strong shocks in the 

electric supply system. 
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Automatic mechanical emergency brake. 

5.1.2.3.1.  Batch type centrifugals 
i'he batch centrifugal machine consists of a basket,  drum 

made up of a perforated-plat«   steel cylinder,   fixed on a shaft 
by menas of a spider forming tne discharging opening at the bot- 
tom. The shatf is oy a single point suspension /a ball and soc- 
ket joint/.  The basket l3 procided with a backing screen and a 
filtering screen,   separating the mother liquor from the crys- 
tals auring revolving. The massecuite is feeded through the top 
and the purged sugar is discharged by means of a mechanical or 
hydraulic plow. 

Batch type centrifugals with the standard basket diameter 
of 48" /l?.oo mm/ and of filling capacity of 65o kg are recoman- 
ded. Precedence is to be giwen for the typ*a by which it is pos- 
sible to replace this capacity by a higher one varying only the 
h±¿ht of the basket without any structural alteration. With sin- 
gle drive by vertical threephase, two ipse" A.C. motor with re- 
generativ braking,   une velocity of the basket ought to be not 
le33 than 12oo-15oo r.o.m. Semiautomatic operation of the cen- 
trifugal, with automatic timing of the cycles and push button 
operated feed valve, pneumatic or hydraulic discharging device 
can suite the best for the conditions by building a new facto- 
ry. A sequence tining for each battery of centrifugals is nece- 
ssery as to avoid overloading« of the electric power supply and 
of the sugar conveyors, «ashing and steaming devices are indis- 
pensable, syrup separators ilso except the last boilin centri- 

fugals. 

3.1.2.5.2.  Continuous centrifugals 
Continuous centrifugals were ntwly developed and are in 

wide use, especially those with vertical spindle and conic "ba- 
sket".  The advantages of the continuous centrifugals are»  sim- 
ple constuction,   few spare parts,  low first cost,  easy opera- 
tion and maintenance,  great unit capacity at  row boiling, low 
and constant power consumption.  Jisadvantages:   it produces mo- 
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lasses with somehow higher purity,   the  crystals are damaged, 
the syrup can not be  separated /wash syrup/,  higher semsitiv- 
ness on the massecuite  quality.  Ine  continuous centrifugals 
are not suitable for purging the first boiling massecuite ie. 
for the production of consuption sugar, but they are suitable 
for the intermediate massecuites and in some cases for low row 
massecuites too. 

3.1.2.4.4. Sugar drying 
l'he white tugar from the centrifugals with l-2/o moisture 

ought to be dried to a moisture content of o,%» or less,  and 
cooled down below 5o°J,  as to 30t the necessary storage  stabi- 
lity.  The main requirements on a f§ood drier arei 

À gentle handling of the sugar as to reduce dust formati- 
on by a friction of the crystals. 

ihe prevention of mixing   of wet crystals vdth dust. 
A final cooling down of the sugar to the environment tem- 

perature. 
Rotary drum type driers are in common usewith drying ana 

cooling compartment, with a common fan for both compartments 
and with an efficient dust collector of wet sc rub er type. 

¿.1.2.*.5. Sugar screening 
Screening is carried out   before sacking and storing the 

sugar with the aim to separate oversized and undersized partic- 
les and to give to the sugar a better appearence. 

Vibratory or giratory sugar screens are used for sugar 
screening depending on local conditions, the vibratory type 
having the the advantages of simplier construction and easier 
operation and maintenance and lower power consumption. 

Auxiliary equipment of the boiling and centrifugal station 
Jig shaking tray for convein^ white sugar 

Bucket elevator for white sugar 
Robust scroll conveyors for low boling sugar 
Special pumps for massecuites and syrups. 
Sugar melters with efficient,  impeller type agitator. 
Sugar minglers with robust shaft and arms. 
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3.1.t.4.6, Storing and handling of white sugar 

White, consumption sugar can be  stored in bulk form or in 

sacked form» 
The main characteristics of the bulk bin storage aret 
Beduction of labor costs for loading and unloading by com- 

piate mechanisation. 
Beduction of freight costs. 
Great flexibility of sacking especially small packing. 
Sasier conditioning of the atorad sugar. 
Possibility for an additional areening, refreshment of 

th© sugar before sacking. 

Bulk bin« made of steel or concrete in form of vertical 
cylinders are common. Uhe main requirements on bulk bina ares 

A good system for conditioning and circulating of the su- 
gar as to prevant caking of the stored sugar. 

Beliable conveying system with suitable,  large capacity. 
âfficient dust collecting system and a safe explosion 

Prävention. 
A suitable lining /insulation/ of the walls. 

auxiliary equipment of th# sugar binai 
Conveyors for loading and unloading the bin and for lo- 

ading the sacked sugar into the transporting units. 
Heating ana air conditioning equipment 
Dust collecting equipment. 
Screens, lump breakers and magnetic separators. 
acales for the sugar before storing and combined weighing 

sacking machines. 

Storing sacked sugar in warehouses is champar at first 
costs but requires more space and more labor.   It will be discu 
saed in details at processing sugar cane /J.2.2.4.5./ 
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3.1.5.  PULP DflïINCÎ 

3«13»1» ^generalities 
òugar beet pulp is a valuable cattle feed, but to preserve 

iss feed value and to reduce the transporting costs it ought to 
be dried, ühe greatest part of the water is removed mechanicaly 
by pressing the pulp oefore drying. Molasses, concentrated ote- 
fen filtrate or carbamide can be added to the pulp and dried on, 
as to obtain a more complete animal feed. Various fuels /coal, o- 
il, namral ¿as/ can be used in the dried furnace. 

3.IO.2. Pulp presses 
Various types of pulp presses /vertical, horizontal types 

etc/ are used,   consisting of a strong sceleton lined with scre- 
ened shell and of a robust screw forcing the pulp into smaller 
and smaller volumes,  the water escaping thereby through screens. 

The main requirement on the pulp presses ares 
High presaeng effect /2o-25# dry matter of the pressed pulp/ 
Bobust and safa construction. 
Good restatene to corrosion. 

3.1.3.3. Pulp driers 
Direct fired,  i due ed draft, parallel-flow, rotating drum 

driers are used consisting of the furnf.ee /burning chamber/ and 
of the drying drum. 

The construction of the furnace depends on the used fuel. 
In any case the combustion gases ought to be cooled down to a- 
bout 8oo°ü before entering the drying drum, by injecting addi- 
tional air in the burning chamber, protecting thereby also the 
refractory lining especially of the plafond. An emergency stack 
/chimney, smoke pip«/ with a reliable rapid sluice is indispen- 

sable. 
Ine drum is mounted perfectly level on two roller system. 

It contains a large number of baffles which lift the pulp and 
drop it throughout the hot flue gases as the drum rotates,  x'he 
pulp is conveyed progressivly forward to the outlet end of the 
drum by the flow of combustion gases. A robust ¿raft fan dis- 
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chargea   the gases  thrugh a cyclon separator to recover small 
particles of palp from the exhoust gases as to avoid air polu- 
tions. The temperature of the exhoust  gases indicats somehow 
the moisture content of the dried pulp.  It is normaly about 
12o°C. 
,        The main requirements on the pulp dries are: 

To produce dried pulp of uniform quality and light colour. 
ïo he suitable for variations in capacity. 
To have a ¿ood heat efiiciency 
I'O ha safe in operation /fire risk/ and dustfree. 
To have an adequate and reliable electric interlock aye- 

tea between all machine /technologic units/ 

Auxiliary equipment of the pulp drying station 
ducket elevators for pressed and dried pulp. 
Belt conveyor a 
Scrolls for pressed pulp, dried pulp and dust /dust-tight 

closed/ 
Adeqate scales for weighing the dried pulp 
Pneumatic conveying system for dried pulp. 
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3.1.4. xJM^ ANI) CARdüNJlOXIiU PRODUCTION 

p.1.4.1. generalities 

The beet sugar factory uses a large anount oí lime /Cao/ 

and Uj¿-Sas which are both produced by calcining limestone /cal- 

cium carbonate/ in a direct fired furnace called lime kiln, ¿he 
raain requirente on the lime kiln are: 

To proauce lime of good slakability 

To produce 002-gas of high and constant concentration /¿6- 
4o/t> üo¿  by volume/ 

To have a good thermic efficiency «ore than 7o* 

3.1.4.2. Mixed feed kilns 

They are fired by solid fuels /coke or sometimes anthraci- 

te/ and consist of a high,verice.l, self supporting Cylinder ma- 

de of steel plates with an adequate refractory lining. The top 

of the cylinder is closed by a steel hood provided with a well 

fitted door for the admission of the mixture of lime-mtone and 

coke. Below the door there is a distributing arangement to spre- 

ad the mixture evenly across the kiln, The quantities of lime- 

stone anc coke should be accuratly proportioned and thoroughly 

mixed by filling the bucket of the conveing skip. The feeding 

can be commanded eighter by hand or automaticaly. The bottom 

of the kiln is provided with an adjustable device to control 

and maintain a uniform discharging of the burned lime as to 

maintain a horizontal fire. The discharged lime is conveied to 

the slaking arum by a dustfree conveyor. 

The necessary draft, mooveaent of the air thrugh the kiln 

is produced by vacuum compressors which bring the ¿asses from 

the top of the kiln thruogh a scrubing equipment to the dewa- 

tering recipients and from there to the carbonation devices in 

the factory. Sotaçy, water-ring type compressors are the most 

suitable for this purpose. 

Mixed fired shaft kilns have the following advantages! 

They are mechanicaly very simple and require low capital invest- 

ment and less mechanical attention« than other types. They have 

high thermal efficiency above 7o# securing high C02 concentra- 

tion 36-4o>. The dosage of the fuel to the limestone is simple 
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and predata mine a in the charge,  though they have some disadvan- 
tages /sensitivity to  limestone and fuel  quality, laziness in 
changes in handling,   they are still the  most suitable. 

;>. 1.4.3.  ¿as- and oil fired shaft kilns 
j'hey are basicaly similar to the mixed fired kilns, equi- 

pad with various systems for the infection of gaseous fuel /oil 
is ¿a«;ified before injecting in the kiln/.  I'he main advantages 
of gas fired shaft kilns arei instant control of the fuel quan 
tity and distribution,  the flame- /fire/ can be controlad /tem- 
perature and len^ht/,   reduced ash contamination of the lime by 
the fuel,  lower sensitivity to the quality of limestone, ihe 
disadvantages of them are» higher investment sosts, higher me- 
chanical attention is required, the internal burning devices 
can obstruct the flow of limestone through the kiln. As the fu- 
el dotage is not predetermined instant overturning or underbur- 
aing is possible by changes in the flow of limestone, the QO¿ 
concentration of the  kiln gas is lower about 29#. 

3.1.**•**• A*iaa slaking 
Caaaonly the lime Í3 used in processing in form of lime 

milk,  fhe préparâtionof lime milk is carried out in a rotary 
drus slaker by the additon of hot water /condensate/,  someti- 
mes Sweetwater. 

auxiliary equipment 
Vacuus compressors of the water ring type 
JJ.sestone conveyors ans skips 
Vibration- or snaking through for conveying lims 
Automatic scales and mixing devices for the preparation 

of the feeding mixture. 
dineral rake classifier and hydrociclons for ths separa- 

tion of »and and unslaked particles from the lime milk. 
Storage tanks with robust, efficient stirrers for lias silk 
automatic seta  for the lime kiln control and slaking kon- 

troi. 
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3.1.5.   UTILIZATION  Jjj' MOA*H33íí)¡3 

3.1.5.1. Generalities 

Molasses can be used for many purposes as* very larje quan- 

ties of molasses are used for ready-made /ready mixed/ feedj for 

animals, it can also be dried on the pulps in the factory for a- 

nimal feeding or sprayed on whatever feed on the farm. It can be 

used for the production of yeats, glutamic acid, citric acid etc. 

The most important processing of the molasses carried out at the 

factory site are: the desu^arizin^ by the Steffen process and the 
alcohol producton. 

3,1.5«2. ülcohohol production 

At present day the alcohol from ethylene can be cheaper,e- 

specially in the countries with developed petroleum industry. 

3.1.5*2.1. Fermentation 
Large tanks of cooper or stainless steel with a suitable 

agitatro are used Tor the diluition of the molasses with hot wa- 

ter, controled automaticaly or Dey hand. 

tfe mentore are large cylindrical tanks made of stainless 

seelfitted with slow agitators and with a heatin-cooling device 

/steam coils or jackets/ to maintain & constant temperature by 

ani automatic control 

3.1.5.2.2. Distilation 

fne distilling plant consists of some distiling columns / 

fractionating colomns/, long vertical cylinders made of stain- 

less steal or cooper fitted with heating elements oy steam and 

with deflegaators for a mora efficient distillation. J?he distil- 

led alcohol vapours are cooled down and condensad in separate co- 

olers by cool water. 
Actual yields of 45£ by weight of the processed molasses ara 

commonly obtained 

3.1.5.3. i)esugariaation by ¿teffen process 

p.1.5.3.1« Generalities 
Depending on the price of sugar and of molasses the Steffen 

process can be economica*/ very atractiva but by other circuía - 
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stances cari be not at all rentable.   The Steffen procesa has the 
advantage that  the used precipitating a^ent,  lime is the  chea- 
pest one /the best  sugar factory requires lime  for the  juice é 
purification and produces it/ and the precipitated calcium sa- 
charate  can replace the  lime in the  carbonation process.  Howe- 
ver wiwh the sacharate some impurities are also precipitated and 
are returned to the juice purification like raffinóse. 'Mixen the 
raffino se content of the molasses riches the hi.^ht of ty> the mo- 
lasses is to be discarded and the Steffen house temporär/ shut 
down /if not fed with virgin molasses from a straight house fac- 
tory/. 

3.1.5.3.2. Cold precipitation 
quicklime of a hijh quality /not overburned and with high 

activity is indispensable for the efficient sugar recovery. 
The quick-line is grinded to a fine pul ver by special grin- 

ders /mills/ and the finest powder separated by a pneumatic clas- 
sifier and conveyed pneumatically to the precipitator. 

uns aost important equipment of the desugarization is the 
"sektor*, a vertical cylindric reaction tank in which the main, 
"cold" precipitation of the sugar from the diluited molasses is 
carried out by the addition of the prepared fine lime powder. £- 
fficient cooling and maintenlng of the necessary low reaction 
temperature is indispensable« The violent agitator is an essen- 
tial part of the reactor    ubere ars batch type reactors but the 
continuous types are mor suitable. 

3.1.5.5Ö. Tirst filtration 
Vacuum drum filters are commonly used for the séparation 

and washing of the precipitated calcium sacharate. An efficient, 
uniform washing using small quantity of water is required. 

3.1.5.3.*. Hot precipitation 
A rapid precipitation of the remained sugar is the filtra- 

te is carried out fitted with suitable heating device and sffi- 
cient agitator as to recover further quantities of sugar. 

3.1.5.3.5.  Mixing 
«îixer-tanks with suitable agitators are used for mingling 

and mixing the two sacharate cakes by addition of t'ie ne cesser/ 
4uantity of sweet wauer from the sweetening off the filter ca- 
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ke from the  juice purification,   i'he prepared sacharate ailk is 
¿,'inped to the  factory and added into the carbonati on vessel. 
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3.2.  CANE SUGAR 

3.2.1.  SUGAR CANü GROWING 

3.2.1.1. Generalities - Sugar can« belongs to the genus 
3acharum of the grasses. For a long time the so colled nativ 
or noble canes of the species Sacharua officinarum were cul- 
tivated all over the world. There war vide variations in sisa» 
color and appearance caused by the different conditions of so- 
il, climate and cultivations At present days there are other 
recognized species like 3. barberi, S*  sinense, S spontaneo» 
and 3 robustum. By crossbreeding new seeding varieties were 
developed with better characteristics concerning sugar content, 
persistence to type, re si a tenet to diseases, tine of ripening, 
adaptability to soil and climate conditions /frost and drought/ 
and sot last better milling and purification qualities. 

Sugar cane is successfully grown throuoghot the tropical 
and semitropical regions of the globe. As concerning the ripe- 
ning period and processing seasons it occures in the northen 
hemisphere during the 6 mounthiof wintern and in the southern 
hemisphere during the 6 mounths of summer. 

3.2.1.2. Planting - dugar cane is propagated by means of 
cuttings or whole stalks, planted in furrows which are covered 
afterwards with a light covering of soil. Moraaly each bud pro- 
ducás a plant with several shoots« or suckers forming a clump 
or stool of canes. In tropics short pieces with two or three 
buds are planted /o,5 * o,8 tons per acre/. In sub tropics whole 
cans are needed for planting as only 2% of the buds produces 
shoots because of the lying in the ground during winter period« 
Thus for times as much cane is necessery /2-3 tons per acre/. 
In many counties /Hawaii, Australia/ mechanical planting of oat« 
tings is common wherby the fertiliser is added and the covering 
with soil is made simultaneously. 

The lenght of the growing period    is different under dif- 
ferent climate conditions. In JBuisiana 7-8 months i Cuba, Puerto 
Rico and west Indian Islands lo-18 month» Fiji and Australia 14- 
18 month} Hawaii and south Africa 2o-24 month. From the stubble 
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after the harvesting of cane, new plants called "ratoons " 
spring,  producing a second crop which can give a third crop 
and so on.  But commonly a restricted crop cycle is practiced» 
In Hawaii the everage cycle consists of the first plnalt cane 
and two or three following ratoon crops with lo-15*> replanting, 
Fiji and Australia one or eventually twoo crops are practiced, 
folowed by a year of leguminous plantings. 

The ripening of case depands on many factors mostly on the 
amount of rainfall. In many countries /Australia, nawaii/ irri- 
gation is practiced for controlling the maturation. The highest 
yields of sugar are obtained in countries with pronounced dry 
season, Maturity is commonly evaluated from the sucrose or re- 
ducing sugar contest. 

3.2.1.3. Control of insects and diseases - The most dange- 
rous among the insects is the sugar cane borer moth. Bac ¿erial 
control of it by purposely Introducing parasites has been pro- 
ved effective. Ine white grubs of various species of beetles 
caos« haevy damages in crops. Chemical control by means of in- 
secticides is very effective in this ease. (There are other de- 
structive Insects like woolly aphis, froghoppers and sap-sucking 
leafhoppers. 

fa* most destructive disease is the widely known mosaic 
disease, which is caused by virus. By repleacement of suscepti- 
ble varieties by mosaic-resistent straine s an entire destruction 
of the orna« sugar industry was avoided. However a new virus of 
mosaic is still dangerous. Further destroing diseases are« the 
red rot, caused by fungus, gumming disease and leaf scald. 

Beside the chemical control a rigid quarantine regulation 
of the importation of seed canes and other plant carriere of 
cant diseases and p ets is to be applies for an effective con- 
trol the spread of cans diseases pests from one country to ano- 
ther. 

3.2.1.4. BtfTfttf ma treaepornftfi - Harvesting is still mo- 
stly carried out be hand catting, even in countries with develo- 
ped field mechanisation. The stalks are cut close to the ground, 
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topped and freed from the leaves,  ¿ìometirues the cane is  burned 
befor cutting as to save labor, turned cane is sore susceptible 
to deterioration therefor milling should follow promptly the 
harvesting.  On the  other hynu burned  cane causes difficulties 
in processing. Hand-cut cane is cleaner than machine-harvested, 

ii/iachineharvesting is setting more and more importance be- 
cause of the high effect in labor savin;. À very simple device) is 
the plushrake which can bemounted on an ordinary bulldozer re- 
placing the blade of it. It is very simple in operation,  reqoi- 
re sminimum of machinery maintenance and mi ni muía skill on the 
part of the operator. It brings an excessive amount ot trash 
and extraneous materials to the mill. 

A good harvester ought to have the folloing features! to 
do little demages to cane roots, to bring minima» of estraneo- 
us materials with the cane stalks and to be able to deposit the 
cane in a windrow. 

The nethod of harvesting and transporting of the cane de- 
pends on the local conditions of evsry country, but it is an 
essential question by determining the capacity and the techno- 
logy of a factory, 

Transporting    of the harvested cane is in many countries 
still carried out by animal drown carts /oxes, boloks or aula/. 
An ox drawn cart is capable of transporting nearly one ton of 
cane usually in bundles of 15-2o kg.  This method is suitable 
only for small factories. 

Svan if harvesting is carried out by hand it is recomen- 
dad to secure a mechanical transport by means of tractors with 
carts or special trailers. The viheclea ought to be able to en- 
ter in the fields in wet weather too. The direct houl from the 
field to the factory is recomanded not only for the sake of lo- 
wer cost of handling but to avoid any deterioration of the har- 
vested cane wkt    i3 of great importance. 

However railro-transporting and water way-transporting by 
punts and barges are practiced in some countries they are not 
recomanded and can be accepted only if they are the only pos- 
sibility under special local conditions. 

.Sometimes the cane is transported from the field to a tran- 
sfer station and from thai* without delay to  the factory. 
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2.2.I.5. Receiving and unloading    - The transport units 
if ter arriving in the cm« yard at the factory site, are weigh- 
sd on large plat forme scales when full and again when empty in 
order to get an accurate cane  weight.  The scales are to be lar- 
ge enough for the transport units used but not extrealy large. 

The quality of the cane and the quantity of extraneous ma- 
terials carried with, are to be determined at the same time. 

Unloading by hand directly on a long cane conveyor is su- 
itable only for very small factories and is not re comande d. 

¡for the mechanical discharging of cane different types of 
cranes /Overhead crane, derrick crane, rotary tower crane/ and 
different methods of operation are used. 

When the cane arrives inchain bun dels, the packages of ca- 
ne tre lifted out of the transport unite by a suitable crane, 
sustaining 5-lo tons, after the chain loosened the cane falls 
on a feeding tabi or into a carrier. for the night and eventu- 
ally for the Sunday shift the) cane is stored in packeges near 
the crane« 

The so called chain-net system Is a very efficient one, it 
is recomendad especially for larger factories. The transporting 
devices are fitted with a special chai-net attached to one side 
of it and to a manifold on the other side. The transporting de- 
vice is drawn up beside a special wall made to support it . The 
crane with suitable hooks on his balance raises the manifold un- 
til the load of the chain-net falls over the wall on to a loa- 
ding table or on a stock pile. 

If the cane is cut in suitable pieces by the loading at 
the field /cut-load harvesters/ a dump system with hydraullca- 
ly or me ebani cal y operated dump pi at forme can be used for the 
discharging of the transprt units. 

As mentioned affore the cane is very susceptible to dete- 
rioration hence an extensive storage of if is not pos sib leihe 
organisation of harvesting,  transporting and receiving mußt be 
precise and very efficient in order to avoids any break down 
in processing. 
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2.2.2.  PíiOCütíalNÜ OF 3J0AH CANJS 

3.2.2.1. extraction of sugar 

3.2.2.1.1. Generalities 
The «itraction of sugar from the cant can be carried out 

by a aet of crushing mills called "tandem" or   by a diffuser. 
The) preparation of the cans is similar in both cases. The ca- 
racterística of a good extraction equipment ares extraction of 
the) «tri»"« portion of sucroset extraction of minimum quantity 
of nonsugars as to obtain a raw juice high purity| to operate 
with low draft about loo* t to operate at a higher temperature 
securing unfavorable conditions for microbiological activity, 
and with a goog heat aconomyt good resistance aginst corrosion. 

3.2.2.1.2. Supplying and washing of cane 
fashing is an imperative necessity by aechanicaly harve- 

sted cana to separata soil particles, trash, sand and other 
flue dirts which can cause plugings and abrosions of the pro- 
ce sing machines. But it is also useful by the processing of 
hand cut cane. 

The common type of equipment consists of loading and wa- 
shing tablas. The cana bundeis are disloaded on the load 
ding table and carlea by drag chains to the washing table whe- 
re they ara thined to a mat and washed by condenser water-spray 
during the transport. 

For » higher extant of dirt in the cane bundles more ela- 
borate cleaning /with eventual rock and trash separation/ is 
carried out. Because of the intensive corrosion a separate 
short and aat -ly replaceble conveyor is used for this purpose 
famished with a water trough producing a water curtain instal- 
led at the high drop point of cane on to the carrier, with a 
subsequent kicker rotating the cane stalks during the trans* 
port and simultan waahing and with a watsr spray mt the and for 
an efficient final waahing. 
The wash water /5oo-6oo* by weight of cane/ together with dirt 
and traeh is pumped to the settling lagoons.Befor impounding it 
is advisable to sreen this wast water. 
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3.2.2.1.3. ¿Sxtraction by crushing mill. 

The preparation of the can« is carried out in two steps. 

The cane stalks are cut into pieces by two subsequent sets 
of revolving cane knives without extracting any ¿Juice. 

Than they are disintegrated by a shredder whic tears them 

into shreds without extracting any juice.Hammer mill type shred- 
ders are very efficient and re comande d. 

To avoi.de damages by tranp iron powerful! and reliable e- 

lectric or permanent magnet catchers are indespensable before 
the cane knives and shredders. 

Several improved types of mill tandems were developed in 

the last tventy years. A tandem of four 5-roller mills can gi- 

ve satisfactory performances for the first time, having the po- 

ssibilities of enlargements a 6 mill tandea with adequate aug- 

mentation of the capacity, it is very important to have a uni- 

form fe3d of the millB and a controlled and uniform pressure 

of the top roller. Both can he controlled automaticaly. The rol- 

lers are driven through a set of gears by electric motors but 

precedence is to be given to individual steam turbine drive for 

each mill with a reliable and economic tjrpe of turbine« 

By sqeesing in the first mill or "crusher" only 6o-7o% of 

the cane Juice can be extracted. The remained quantity of sugar 

is extracted by the method of maceration ie. befor entering 

the next mill the bagassa is sprayed with raw juice recircula- 

ted from the following mill. Befor the last mill water of 6o°C 
is «prayed on the bagassa« 

The bagasse leaving the tandem has a sugar conten of 1,5- 

% and ought to have a moisture content less than 5o£ if used 
f s fuel for the boilers« But prior to this the fina bagacilo is 

separated froa the bagassa by aeane of revolving or vibrating 

screens , and added to the mud fro« the clarifier as a filter 

aid for the filtration on rotary vacuum filters« 

The juice from each mill is recovered in a juice pan with 

steep sides made of cooper or stainless steel  like the juice 

chañáis, pipework and simile/. Unlined concrete pans are not 

suitable. An efficient system for désinfection by steaming is 
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indispensible with additional possibility of chemical désinfec- 

tion by bactericides like "Busan 881" or formol. But the higie- 

nic and easy-to-clean designe of the whol equipment and of the 

individual machines is also very essent..*l. 
Mill tandems with various capacities are built from 3o - 

2oo t/h cane. 

¿.2.2.1.4. Extraction by diffuser 
The continuous diffuston process has many advantages over 

the straight mill crushing likes higher extraction of sugar! 

higher purity of the mixed ¿uice obtained by diffusion; less 

lias consumption and mud produced by clarification! smaller i- 

nitial investment and lower cost of maintenance! less heating 

surface in boilers and fewr mud filters! higher feature of hi- 

gienic lower losses caused by microbiological activity. By buil- 

ding a new factory this advantages are to be utilised and ex- 

traction by diffusera is re comande d. 
The preparation of cans for the diffusion is similar as 

for the milling, only it ought not to be disintegrated to very 

fins particles /shredders ars not recomanded for the désinté- 

gration/, but only to flattsnd pieces with maximum lenght of 

lo cm, which ought to bee free from non crushed cane and with 

a maximum of lo# fines. 

Sgyptian continuous diffuser - íhe sugar cane is prepared 

for the diffusion by two sets of cane knives and partialy cru- 

shed in a three-roller mill in which about 60* - 65* of ¿uice 

is extracted. Uhe crushed bagasse enters the diffusion consis- 

ting of a horizontal chain conveyor transporting the mat of ba- 

gasse over a perforated steel plate. *he bottom of the diffuser 

is an U-shaped trough devided into several compartments for the 

recovery of the diffusion ¿rice with different concentration, 

which is recirculated by several pumps and after reheating spra- 

yed over the bagasse mat for lixiviation. Thu exhausted bagasse 

with 80* moisture content is dewatered on the following two milli 

to 5o» moisture and 1,5* •gar content. It is conveyed to the 

boiler house an used as fuel, ihe limed and clarified sweet wa- 

ter from the drying mills is returned to the diffuser. Overlim- 
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ing can be dangerous dissolving pectines and rubbers from the 

cane fibre which can cause very hatvy trubles and difficulties 

by the following processing sepecially by filtration and cry- 

stallization. Accurate dosage an pH controll is required. The 

diffusion juice is mixed with the crusher juice and processed 
in a standard procedure. 

The característica of the Egyptian diffuser are: 

Retention time for juice 24 min, for bagasse 4o min. 
Temperature in difuser 60 - 7o°C. 

Capacities from looo to 6000 tons of cane per day. 

De 3met continuous diifuser - The type used for the sugar 

cane is similar to this used for sugar beet with some litle mo- 

difications. The preparation of cane is similar as described a- 

ffore and the bagasse and sweet water treatment also« And it is 
30 by aU diffusers and is not aeceasery to mention. 

The characteristics of this diffuser arei 

Retention time for juice 35-45 for bagasse 45-60 min. 
Temperature in diffuser 65-75°C. 

Cmpacitie from looo - 7ooo tons of esse per day. 

D.d.S. continuous diffuser - The type used for sugar beet 

with some modifications is used for sugar cane. This is the most 

•imple equipmnet concerning construction /building/ and mainte- 

nance« It was by this type that the trubles caused by «verlim- 

ing of the sweet water were discovered, however theoreticaly 

it can happen by all diffusers. To operate at lower pH level 

the revolving parts ar made of stainless steel nd the trough 

is lined with a plate of steanless steel entirely, what causes 

an augmentation in price of lo-15£ but gives a reliable protec- 
tion from corrosion. 

The characteristics of the D.d.S. diffuser ares 

Retention time for juice 2o min of bagasse 3o-25 ato«« 
Temperature 65 -7o C - Capacitie from looo-5ooo tc/day. 
Silver continuous ring diffaser - This type of diffuser 

is newly developed especialy for sugar cane. The cane is char- 

ged directly into a "can bastar** after this in a "fiberiser" 

both large hammer mills driven by multy-stage back pressure 

turbines. The so fiberiséd cane is conveyed by belt conveyors 
to the ring diffuser, mad loaded into the uper part, a revol- 

. 
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,in¿ annular assemUy wich perforated plates all of .Mini... 
ste.l an driven oy two hydraulic racketing devices.   Ita. bagas- 
se mat is perflated    with reheated juice and the enriched ju- 
ice is recuperated in the  juice tanks formed by the sementa 
0f the centric part underneath the revolving annular assembly. 

Par. ar ,  seventeen segments and ^mtM ^^^T^ 
the juice which is withdrawn at the head end of th. dit user 
„«1 sent  to  the subsequent processing in a continuous clarifi- 
Z. Lycled 0uic, is heated to 82°C.   rh. wet,  exhausted    .«.- 
sse is moved upwards by vertical screw conveyers into     hori 
zontal screw and passed to the d.watering pre«. S*1•'• 
sugar extraction is V» by a draft of low. Sxp.ri-nts ha. 
oen carried out    to mix dry lime with the prepared baga.... 
»ith this .ethod   a p» could be »aint.n.d within to. rang, in 
I^ch stainless steel could be replaced with mild -*"1 1»*. 
oiffuser construction.   The obtain.d raw juice  because of tr..- 
tenln* with dry lime could be clear enough for a dxr.c   evapo- 
ration without clarifias and filt.ring.  ibis method is very 
simple and economic however it is still under crutiny. 

The  characteristics of the ring diffuser are: 
Ketention time for  juice 2o mir.  for bagasse 4o-5o »in. 

ïemperature in uituaer 71-74 0. 
Capacities from «2 -2Vv tons cane per hour. 

Auxiliary equipment for the extraction station. 

Feeder tables. 
3oDveyor9 for cene,   rock,  dirt, mud, trash. 

Trash extractor 
Kock  catcher 
Magnetic separators. 
Chokeless centrifugal pumps for the juice and for mud. 
Vi,r«ting screens  for raw 3uice and for bagas... 
yr-ssiní mills or  srew-typ. presse for bagaes.. 
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5.2.2.2, Juice purification 

5.2.2.2.1. Generalities 
Ute main requirements on a good purification method are: 

An effet of purification which makes poasible the production 
of a sugar of a desired quality;  a satisfactory thermostabili- 
ty of the purified and filtered juice /thin ¿juice/ without sig- 
nificant destruction of the invert  sugar; good filtering and 
settling qualities of the purified juice. 

5.2.2.2,2.  Defecation process. 
The cold raw juice is mixed with milk of lime and the mix- 

ture of a pH 7,o is then passed to * clarifier   after beeing 
heated to over loo°C.  The settled sludge is mixed with bagaci- 
lo and filtered on vacuum drum filters /celless type/. 

This is the simpliest an cheapest method, but is suitable 

only for the production of raw sugar. 
Lime consumptions 1,0-1,5 1* 3a0 Per ton of cane 

5.2.2.2.5.  Carbonation process 
Carbonation process was introduced in tt. «ne sugar indu- 

stry with th. ai- to manuf.otur. . nigh quality -hit. /con.u»p- 
tlW sugar equal to that produced in beet sugar industry, in 

a dfreotway is. without refining.  The doubl. •^°°£- 
nod i. suitable for ,his. In the first step th. »11* of U. 
and 002-ga. are fed simultaneously to th. raw 3uW*»** f 
iD th.2carbonation tan.. Oontinuou. carbonation tan* «"^«lI' 
culation pump and with automatic control of th. pa i. recoman- 

d.dìh. íuic. i. to be filtered and the *"»*f•r£ 
off using thickener, and vacuum dru. filter /cell.. *»«¿*£ 
l..r iJce i. repeated and sent to a continuous second c.rbo 

Ltlon    i-h. filtration after it can be carried out on filter 
nation,  in. Ili,:r" the bbeet ^gar industry, 
crease or by pressure filters as in *u= 
A sanitation of the obtained thin Juice is essential an. 
A suxpniiov auality white sugar, 
cessery for the production of a ragn nu» 

The advantage, of tnis method are= „oovery of 
Hlgb effect of purification - therefor higher recovery 

I 
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white sugar /about 2*>by the weigt of sugar produced/ 

.Superior quality of the white sugar /color and ash/ 

disadvantages of this method are: 

higher consumption of clarifying agents, 1,>-1,5* quick- 

lime by weight of cane processed. 

higher investment costs for the lime, milk of lime pro- 

ducing equipment and 4aore thickener and filter capacity. 

¿.¿.2.2.4. òulphitation process 

This method is commonly ised for the production of direct 

white sugar /plantation white sugar/, which is of somewhat lo- 

wer quality than usualy produced in the beet sugar industry, 

at lower costs. 

The raw juice after heating to 78-8o°C and prelimed to a 

pH of 7 by automaticaly controlled additon of milk of lime 

passed to a continuous "defeco-sulphitation" in a continuous 

type sulphitator in which the liming and 3ulphitation are car- 

ried out simultaneouslyo The equipment is fitted with a large 

circulation pump for a ^,5-^ fold circulation per minut of the 

volume of sulfitation vessel. The necessery pri yalue of the 

leaving juice is maintened automaticaly by the regulation of 

of milk of lime added in to the sulphitator. The sulphur dio- 

xid gas is forced in continuous flow in the juice at the bot- 

tom of the vessel. A perfect mixture of the reagents both at 

preliming and 3ulphitation is indespensaole to obtain the pos- 

sible good results of purification. 

The sulphitate /sulphured/ juice is reheated to loo°C and 

sent to the settler /clarifier/. The settled muddy juice is 

sweetened off oy vacuum drum filters /the drum lined with syn- 

thetic filter cloch/ and the mixed juice /clear juice • fil- 

trate/ called thin juice is passed to the evaporation. 

ihe main characteristics of the sulphitation process are: 

Satisfactory affect of purification for the production 

of a plantation white sugar. 

Lower investment costs 

Lower consumption of purifjring agents /o,lo-/* quick lime 

and 3,0-* sulphure/. 

Lo'ver recovery of sugar./ 
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¿.2.2.2o.   Thickening -  Clarifying 
A very high efficiency of the clarifiera is required: the 

shortest possible retention time of the juice and mud with the 
highest possible  clarity of the juice  leaving the thickener. 

Continuous thickeners,  clarifiera of mechanical type are 
used with rotating rake arms raking the settled mud to the  cen- 
tral discharge.  The static type of clarifiers are not  suitable 
because of the large /long/ retention time in them,  à reliable 
device for dissolving and feeding of settling aids /flocculants/ 
is recomanded. 

À new type of rapid thickener is  successfully introduced 
in the beet sugar industry with very short retention time /lo 
min./ and very small volume utilizing the full potential of mo- 
dern settling aids. It is a single-tray unit in which the clear 
juice is filtered passing through the settling mud which forms 
a sludge-bed of permanent level,  The performances concerning 

the clarity of the clear juice and the density of the settled 
mud are also exellent.   This new type of thickener can be of the 
greatest importance for the cane sugar industry. 

3.2.2.2.6. Sludge filtration 
The filtration with the sweetening off of the muddy jui- 

ce is carried out on vacuum drum filters. Filters with cells 
are suitable but not necesaery. The drum ought to be covered 
with a higy quality synthetic filter cloth as to get a clear 
filtrate suitable for the evaporation. 

Muddy juice pumps of special type are required as not to 
distroi the formed big floes easy to filter, eventualy with 
variable capacity. 

2.2.2,2#7. Preparation of the sulphurs dioxid gas 
The sulphur dioxid gas is produced by burning of sulphurs 

in a sulphur furnace or stove. This equipment ought to suite 
the following requirements: 

To be able tu burne  sulphur of lower quality /sulphur not 

refined/* 
To secure a constant pressure and constant concentration 

of the 302 gas. 
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Touproüuce a dry and cooled ^own SÛp-Sa3» 

Auxiliary equipment for a sulphur burner: 

Air dryer 

Air compressor 

Air receiver 

Instruments like hygrometer, differential manometer. 

Gas cooler - subliinator. 

5.2.2.2,7. Preparation of the lime milk 

The preparation of lime milk and of 0O2 •*© essential 

part oí the juice purification and have far reaching influ- 

ence OD it. So only a complete an reliable eauipment can be 

recomande. 
The preparation of lime milk is simple wnen a powdered 

slaked lime of high quality is used for. But quick lime Ì3 u- 

sed most commonly, devolving drum slakers are most suitable in 

this case normaly not insulated as hot condensate is used for 

lime slaking. The outlet end of the drum ought to bi fitted 

with a rotary screen for the reparation of coarse particles. 

j?he main requirements on a lime slaker are: 

Suitable retention time for a complete slaking of lime, 

Kobu3t, and reliable building as to avoide irt and va- 

pour escape« 
Auxiliary equipment for lime slaking: 

Robust and large milk classifiers are used for the set- 

tling and separation of fine particles /gritl, sand/ with a re- 

tnetion time of at least 45 min. 
Two stirrer tanks are used for the sorage and final ad- 

justment of the density of lime milk by water addition. 

Lime milk pumps are to be of special type with open im- 

pellers an eventualy wtith changeable lining. 

An automatic device, feeder of lime milk to preliming 

and lining is needed which must be reliable. 
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¿,2.¿.3.   evaporation una  thick  .luice  sulphit^tion 
5,¿.2.>.l.   ivaporation 
the profitableness of a su¿ar  factory is affact-jd  essen- 

tially by the   thermic economy ie.   by the   system of  the  .-naltipie 
effect evaporator and of vapour  distribution conected wi*,\ it. 

i'he main  demands on a multiple effect evaporator ^re: 
à high rate  watwr evaporation by a  small temperature  di- 

fference between the  heating and the heated juice. 
j?he shortets possible retention time  of the   juice  in   .he 

evaporator. 
á reliable  dijcharging system of condensates and of non- 

condensable  gases. 
A proper night of the juice  chamber and an efficient sys- 

tem for entraînement prevention "catch all",  especialy at   the 
last effect wher an additional external  separator is also use- 

full. 
á possibility for easy cleaning,  removal of the hard sca- 

le deposits from the evaporating tube surfaces,  without brea- 

king the processing. 
A quadruple effec ot "robert"  evaporator which is robust 

in construction and easy to handle is recomanded,  with two bo- 
dies for the  last effect as not  to shorten the evaporator when 
cleaning is carried out.  evaporator tubes of a suitable  seel 
age naw days commonly used with diameters of about ?l/¿i? mm. 

Auxiliary aquipment for the evaporator stations 
Bar-wsetric  condensers of counter-flow type with low injec- 

tion water consumption are used for maintening the necessery 
vacuum in the  last body of the evaporator,  in vacuum pans etc. 
Individual condensers for each pan and evaporator body is more 
suitable than a central  common condenser, ¿'or the elimination 
of non condensable gases water-ring pumps are recomande. 

Condensate  recuperating tankswith automatic level controll 
and special pomps for hot water amke the integral part of the 
evaporator station and essential for the efficient work of it. 

Juica heaters are used at different unit processe befor 
the evaporation but are  connected by the common vapour and en- 

MM 
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uensate ayate* to the evaporator. The vertical cylinarical type 

ia in common use with heatin.5 tube bundle devided in passages, 

tnrouáh wcnich the heated juice is forced as to secure the ne- 

cssery velocity required for a ¿od heat-transfer. The tubes 

are made of the same material as for the evaporator, * relia- 

ble svstem for ulscharging condensate and non condensable gases 

is necessery for a troblefree operation of the heaters, .pare 

heaters for each ¿roup is inevitable so that each unit can be 

cleaned without retarding the processing. 

5.2.2.5.a, rhick juice sulphitation 
Thick juice sulphitation is very usefull in general prac- 

tice, but it is an sentisi unit operation by the production of 

plantation white sugar. It is carried out in a vertical tube- 

shaped vessel with thick wall made of mild steal and a distri- 

butor for sulphur dioxid gas of stainless steel. The density ot 

thick juice oght to be about 6o3x, the pH value of juice about 

o,S the later auotomaticaly controlled. 

3.2.2.4. Gristalization 

2.2.2.4-.1. Generalities 
for the production of plantation white sugar of good quali- 

ty a suitable scheue, system of boiling is necessery. Ins main 

requirement on such a scheme are: 
To secure a standard, constans quality of the final, con- 

sumption sugar even by changeable quality of the cane ie. of hte 

thick juice. 
To  secure a standard, constant quality of final molassea 

ie.  a good exhaustion of  it. 
To make possible high yields or consumption sugar ie.  low 

losses by a straight and quick elimination of nonsugars to the 

final  molasses. 
À four boilin  system is recomanded  ,   by which the two« low 

filing  C?1flD are   remelted and the two hi¿h boiling A and B 
lre minted with ai*h Purity syrup and affined on the second cen~ 
trials as  to improve  the wuiteness of the  consumption  sugar. 
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3.2,2.4.2. Pan boiling station 
The designe and construction of the boiling pans is also 

of ^reat influence on the quality of sugar produced, .'.'he main 

requirements on a boiling pan are: 
A possible short boiling time /retention time of a stri- 

ke/. For the high purity boilings /A and B in our case/ 2-Jh, 
for the intermediate boiling /0/ with magma footing about 2h, 

and for the last product /D/ 6-8h. 
Good recirculation of the massecuite during all the time 

of boiling. The highest level of the massecuite above the up- 
per tub3 sheet    maximum 16oo mm and a large downtake can sscu- 

re this. 
Small seeding volume. 
Efficient and safe separation of the entraînements by a 

sufficient hight above the the maximum massecuite level, and 

a reliable "catch all" device. 
Easy to handle vacuum vent and massecuite discharge vent. 

The common,  calandria type vacuum pan with central down- 
take is racomanded.  Instruments for the temperature and pres- 
sure measurement both of vapour and massecuite chamber are ne- 
cessary and for the indication of masacuite oversaturation are 
very use full. Weither automatic nor continuous boiling is raco- 
manded. A mechanical circulation by an agitator is very usefull 
by the last two boilings /C and D/. Unit capacities of the pans 
ought to be   not to large about *k>-5o tons of massecuite.  Fcr 
the first two boilings additional external "catch all" recei- 

vers are very uaefu?l and racomanded. 
¿fixers ara usad primarily to receive the discharged strike, 

but they ought to be utilized for further crystallization to, by 
men» of a cooling system mounted on the agitator shaft. The dri- 
ving shaft ought to be fitted with a simple device forslow rota- 

tion by hand in emergency cases. 

For the last boiling /D/ * ••* °f •Pecial cooling m1•" 
is used called «crystallizer battery" with a necessery reten- 
tion time of about  >6 hours for a good exhaustion of the final 

molasses. 
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^.2.2.4.3. Centrifugal station 
Centrifuging, purging by which the separatio of the mother 

liquor from the crystallized sugar, and washiag of the sugar is 

carried out has a direct and essential influence on the purity 

and whiteness If the crystalline sufcar and en the adjustment 

of the boiling sheme on different conditions. The main requi- 

rements on a centrifugal are: 
An efficient separation of the mother liquor from the su- 

¿ar securing thus, and by a uniform washing, the high purity of 

the sugar thrughout the cake remained in the basket. 

A reliable discharging device, safe aginst demaging the ba- 

sket screen. 
An electric drive causing not to strong shocks in the elac- 

tric supply system. 
Automatic mechanical emergency brake. 

Batch type centrifugals with the standard basket diameter 

of 48M /12oo mm/ and filling capacity of 65* kg ara recomanded. 

Precedence is to be given for the types by which it is possible 

to replace this capacity by a higher one virying only the night 

of the basket without any structural alteration. Single driva 

by vertical threephase, two speed A.C. motor with regenerativ 

braking is recomanded. The velocity of the basket ought to be 

not less than 12oo-15k>o r.p.m. 
Semiautomatic operation oi the centrifugal, with automatic 

timing of the cycles and push button operated feed valve, pna- 

uaa',ic or hydraulic discharging device can suite the beat for 

the conditions by building a new factory. However, depending on 

the local conditions like plant size, labor availability, vagas, 

investment possibility etc. ca^e be also suitable. A sequence 

timing for each battery of centrifugals is necessary as to avoid 

overloading» of the electric power supply and of thf» sugar con- 

veyors. Washing and steaming device are indispensable »yrup ••- 

parator» also except the lafct boiling centrifugals. 

For a new factory it is recomanded to choose the »ame typa 

,t centrifugal» lor all boilings /uniform spara parts/. Howevar 

i,ie continuous cara« fugala have been improved in the last twanty 
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year» to a high performance. They have the folowing advantages: 

Simplicity of building ana operaiton. 

Significantly cheaper in first coste and maintenance. 

Constant power consumption and load on the electric power 

suply. 
So they are to be taken in consideration for the interme- 

diate and last boiling massecuite. For the hi¿h purity massecu- 

ite they are not suitable because of demaging the crystalls and 

diminishing the quality of final sugar. 

3.2.2*4,4. Drying and screening of sugar 
Ph« white sugar from the centrifugals with 1-2% moisture 

ought to be iryed to a moisture content of o,4 or less, and co- 

oled down below 5o°C, as to get the necessery storage stabili- 

ty, Screening is carried out befor sacking and storing with the 

aim to separate oversized an£ undersized particles and to give 

to sugar a better appearance. 
Dhe following requirements are made on a good drier: 

• gentle handling of the sugar as to reduce dust formati- 

on by a friction of crystals, 
flie prevention of mixing of wet orystals with dust. 
A final cooling down of the sugar to the environment tem- 

perature. 
Rotary drum type driers are in general use with drying and 

cooling compartment, with a coaon ¿an for both compartments and 

with an efficient dust collector of wet selber type. 

Vibratory or giratory sugar screens cam be ueed for sugar 

seasoning depending on the local oonditione, the vibratory type 

having the fallowing advantages: 
Simple construction, easy operation and maintenance. 

Low power consumption and cost. 

Auxiliary equipment of the pan boiling and centrifoal satsion 

Jig shaking tray tor conveing white sugar. 

Bucket chais elevator for white mugar. 

Eobust scroll conveyors for low boiling sugars. 

Special pumps for masseouites and syrups. 

ft 

fi 

* ! 
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filters for high purity syrup - They ought to remove »11 

suspended metter from the sugar liquor and to produce a bril- 

lant syrup. The use of filter aids in forme of a precoat is in- 

dispensable and it is very usefull to feed constantly an additi- 

onal quantity oí' filter aia in to the syrup to be filtered by a 

reliable feeder aevice, as to facilitate the filtration the sy- 

rup ought to have a density of maximum bo-65 3x and heated to 

9o-93°C 
filters with horizontal vilter elements are safe from de- 

mages of the precoat layer,  so more reliable in work. Horizon- 
tal leaf pressure filters are the most suitable,  though other 
types /vertical leaf pressure filters,  candle filters, filter 
presses/  can also be used. 

Sweetening off of the discharged filter cake is carried 
out on a  separate small vacuum drum filter or a filter press. 

Melters for low boiling sugar ought to be fitted with an 
efficient agitator /impeller types are very suitable/ and with 
a heating coil or a direct steam inlet. A simple density measu- 
ring and indicating device is necessery and adjustment of mel- 
tin liquid feeding by hand. 

5.2.2.4.5. Storing and handling of consumptin sugar 
Consumption sugar can be stored in bulk form or in sacked 

form . 
The main characteristics of the bulk bin storage arei 

Reduction of labor costs for loading and unloading by com- 

ltete mechanisation. 

deduction of freight sosts. 

Great flexibility of sacking especially small packing. 

¿aaier conditioning of the stored sugar. 

Possibility for an additional screening, refressment of 

the sugar befor sacking. 

riulk bins made of steel or concrete in form of a vertical 

vlinder are common. The main requirements on bulk sugar bin are: 

A ¿ood ayatem for conditioning and circulating of the sugar, 

as to prevent caking of the sugar stored. 

c 
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Reliable convey system with a suitable, large capacity, 

efficient dust collecting system and a safe explosion pre- 

vention. 

À suitable lining /insulation/ of the walls. 

Auxiliary equipment of the sugar bin: 

Conveyors for loading and unloading the bin and for loa- 

ding of the sacked sugar in to transport units. 

Heating and air conditioning equipment. 

Just collecting equipment. 

Screens i lump breakers and magnetic separators. 

Scales for the sugar befor storing and combined weighing- 

sacking machines. 

Storing sacked sugar in warehouses is cheaper at first 

costs but requires more space and more labor. However in some 

local conditions it can be suitable at least for the begining. 

All the sugar comming from drying and screening ought to be sac- 

ked or packed simultaneously. Suitable larg capacity of sacking 

is needed, flireefold, vent type bags of unbleached kraft paper 

eventually with polyethylene oisture barrier are us*d. Bags of 

5o kg are standard larger bags are inconvenient to handle. J?he 

bags are pilleé to a hight of about 4o bags though sometimes 

also to 65 bag hight what is much higher than alloua. A tie 

pattern similar to brick laying is obligatory by stacking piles. 

Wooden rackas ought to be sprayed on the floor as to hold the 

bags awaym from floor moisture and to allow an air circulation. 

Phe main requirements on a sugar warehouse are» 

Good tightness of the building. 

Water proof, -safe roof, walls and foor. 

A bearing capacity of the floor corresponding to the total 

hight of the building. 

A suitable air conditioning system. 

Auxiliary equipment for handling of sugar» 

Receiving hopper for the sugar produced. 

Weighing-sacViag machines. 

A precise contoll balance l'or checking of filled bags. 

Reliable and safle mounted bag counters. 

Portable conveyorsfor the filled bacs. 
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A portable and reversible baj; stacker of suitable night. 
¿mall package machines - Completly automatic lines for for- 

ming tue bag from paper rolls, weighing and filling the  sugar, 
closing the ba^s are very complicated and  require hig investment 
cost and maintenance cost3. Those filling ready made bass are 
much simplier but the bags are more expensiv then paper rolls. 
fhe plastic film, polyethylene foil is very easy to form,  fill 
and seal, ¡¿achines very easy to handel and maintene are availa- 
ble for for polyethylene packing. 

Packages of 5oo-2ooo gr are common. 
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$.2.2.5.  UTILIZATION OF BAGAááiS 

3.2,2«5»1« Generalities 
Bagasse /megasse/ is the woody fiber residual after mili 

ling and extraction of cane.  This by-product, whic can amount 
one fourth of the grounded  cane  containing one half of fibre 
and one half of water, is commonly used as  fuel  for the  gene- 
ration of  steam in the factory boiler house.   In some cases / 
high fiber content, additional use of oil to force the  capa- 
city of the boilers/ large quantities of bagasse can accumula- 
te.   The handling of this surplus bagasse is quite expensive. 
To avoid this the surplus bagasse ought to be burned successi 
vly after discharging from the bagasse conveyor,  is a suitable 
burning device, or it can be briquetted for locomotiv fuel or 
domestic usage. 

But depending on local conditions bagasse can be a valua- 
ble row material for commercial utilisation,  in whic case o- 
ther fuels are used in the boiler house. The most important u- 
ses of bagasse are the following: 

3.2.2.5.2. Paper production 
Commercially successful technologies for the manufacture 

of paper from bagasss are developed in the past 3o years. 00 
in some counties /Peru, Argentine, India/ large quantities oí 
paper of every grade are manufactured from bagasse /25-^5.coo 

tons annual production/ 

3.2.2.5.3t lall board production 
In about one fourth of the Luisiana mills the bagasse is 

no more used as fuel but for the manufacture of building and 
insulating boards. This process consists of shiedding,  coo- 
king and refining in paper mills.  The board forming is carried 
out by "felting". The boards from the forming machine are dytd, 
and cut into convenient sizes.  Waterproofing,  termiteproofing 
chemicals or cementine resins can be added to the prepared ba- 
gasse fibe to obfrain special types of boards. 

3.2.2.5*4. Plastics from bagasse 
A successful process is developed also i'or the production of 
various plastics from bagasse / Thermoplast icg,  thermosetting/ 
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4. o.   aiäCütilTY AMD ¿ÀNTTAUÏ   }UIDSLIiN¿o 

4.0.1.   The main security problems 

4.0.1.1.  Fire  and explosion risk /danger/ 
Juring transporting,  screening and sacking of the sugar 

the air inside the  equipment and around it is contaminated wth 
finest sugar dust,   forming an explosive mixture.   In modern han- 
dling sugar, especially by bulk bin storage there  is a hazard 
of serious portions,  which has caused in the  last years many 
extensivo property damages and losses of life. 

The main steps in explosion prevention are:  A careful ho- 
uskeeping as not  to allow accumulating of sugardust on floors 
wall3,  structural  steel and equipment.  - Isolation of the bins 
from each other.  - Dust-tight sugar handling equipment, - sta- 
tic eliminators at the bucket elevators. - Special electrical 
system conforming the  adequate rulls.  - Dust collection by air- 

filters. 
Similar fire  and explosion dangerous mixer produces the 

dust of dried pulp  oy pulp drying and storing of the dried pulp. 

Phe prevention is  similar as before» 
An other risk of explosion can cause the hydrogen gas ge- 

nerated by cleaning the evaporators and heaters w1 th hidroclo- 
ric acid. By opening this vessels after cleaning smoking or "in- 
spection" by open fire  is not allowd.   Careful houskeeping can 

prevent fire in non processing period. 

4.0.1.2. Poisonos,  toxic materials 
Poi8onos materials in the  sugar factory are:   OOg-.jas espe- 

cially by the ignition of lime kiln and by break downs in proce- 
ssing.   The personal  ought to be  intructed to  recognize the pre- 
sence of this gas by characteristic smell and to  learn the pre- 
vention and helo.   -  30o-gas if  not dry it  is very agressive 
and  can distroy  tubes  and valves  contaminating the air and cau- 
sing very haavy   conditions for operating.  Tubes of lead or stain- 
less  sle.il and   apecial  valves and  gaskets are  to  be used. - Lime 
o..?w-..>" cr:>. be  very  inconvenient  ana disturbing in work if the 
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quick lime transporting and handlig equipment is not suitable 
for a dust free operation,  especially when the hardness of the 
limestone and/or quick lime is low. - Caustic soda,  Formol,  and 
lime milk <*re also materials to be han de Id carefully. 

4.O.I.J.  electricity safety 
These problèmes are regulated by norms and prescriptions. 

However it can be useful to take in mind the folloing ideas of 
prevention» All live conductors are to be inclosed in grounded 
metal, or provide a ground conductor in a nonmetalic raceway.- 
Only adequate and reliyble circuit protedtive and switch off 
equipment can be used. - The electric system ought to be reli- 
able so that working on energized conductors will be not neces- 
sery. 

4.0.2. Sanitary problems 
At the manufacture of di ree-consumption sugar high level 

of cleanness and of sanitarias must be secured. Separate ves- 
tiary /with showers, handwashing devices and adequate valves 
for drink water/ for man and women are obligatory.  For the drink 
water system see under water supply 5.0.2.5- 

Uirt pits are to be avoided by making the fundations at 
such a hight above the flore, that no pits are necessery. For 
the washing of factory flore a suitable system of underground 
canalization is necessery. 

4.o.2# Environment problems 
The main problem, the wast water treatment is sicussed at 

the water supply 5.0.2.6. The other problem« are probakly not 
so urgent as to be soved at the designing of the factory, how- 
ever it is not useless to mention them. 

Solid wast disposal - There are two common ways for this» 
inceneratièn for combustible materials ant sanitary landfill 
for noncombustible materials. 

Pulp drier emission - The exhaust gases from the pulp dri- 
er containing pulp dust, molasses dust, fly ash causes the gre- 
at part of air polution of the beet sugar factory. 

Dusts - Sugar dust represents not only losses of su^ar, 
but an airpolutioL too. Lime dust can cause air polution prob- 
lèmes and make necessery the use of a "dust pick-up" system. 
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áoiler flue gas - A well constructed and handled  gas or 
oil  fired boiler presents normaly no  emission problems.   The 
main problèmes- are  caused by coal  iireing like: Fly ash what 
can be  controlled within acceptable  limits by mechanical  mul- 
ticyclon collectors or by electrostatic  colectora,   òmoke  is 
anburned carbon and can oe very often  controlled in  certain 
limits  by auequate burning chamber construction for a  given 

type  of coal oid by careful operation. 

4.0.4.  The necessery minimum techniq and equipment 

The equipment for sugar handling,   pulp drying and  dry 
pulp handling ought to be constructed properly as to minimize 
the  fire- and explosion risks. However the necessery system 
and equipment for fire fighting must  be at disposal evry mo- 
ment.   The minimum techniq and equipment needea: 

Hydrant pipe-line covering the whole factory site /beet 
end,   sugar end,  pulp drying, dried pulp storage, migar  stora- 
ge,  auxiliary shops,  lubricant ana fuel storage etc./ 

Portable fire extinguishers ou-;ht  to stand ready  for use 

at all places mentioned above. 
Gazmasks for 002-,  302-,  and chlorin gases 
Emergency lighting and low-voltage  circuit for transpor- 

table lighting devices is inevitable  /indispensable/. 
Safety footpathes and safety clothes and safety glows for 

eventual handling of loaded circuits are necessery. 
Azbestos clothes and waterproof clothes are necessery. 
Boilers, pressure vessels and other equpments are  to be 

fitted with the necessery safety device« presribed by the nor- 

mes /stamards/. 
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S?. 0. j\)w¿xi,   AUJûri,   iAò /GO¿,   ¿ü¿/ OUPPLÍ 

5«o.l. Heat  and   electric power 

5.0.1.1.   ieneralities 
The manufacturing of  saDar,   processing cane  or oeet,  ana 

of   different Dy products  requires a very lar.je amount  of heat. 
The   methoa of transmission  of tne necessery heat  by means of 
steam generated in the  boilers is the  only  out very suitable 
one.   The sugar industry ha3 developed a high efficiency system 
of  power economy producing electric  energy at low cost  by exp 
pandin¿ the high pressure  boiler steam in steamturbines and u- 
sing the exhaust   steam from the  turoines to heat  the multiple 
effect evaporator and for otner process units. 

5.0.1.2. ¿team  boilers 
¿'rom the afforesaid follows that only up-to date high ef- 

ficient and economic   Dollars are U3ed in the sugar industry 
with the following characteristics: 

Water tube  boiler ie.   the heat  is applied to the out3ide 
of  the tubes. 

Vertical water  tubes with good natural circulation. 
iihe furnace  is built as a radiation chamber tubed on all 

sides. 
rhe steam produced must be clean and dry /superheated/ 
ühe steam superhetin^ system ought to be suitable  for a 

complete drainage. 
high thermal efficiency hence economisersa and air hea- 

ters are indispensable. 
It must be safe  in operation reguarding design and const 

ruction, quality of material and workmanship, and suitable for 
sudden changes in load. 

It ought to be  easy to maintain,  to clean to lay by and 
to  handle /reliable  control instrumentation/ 

In cane sugar factories very oft bagasse is used as fuel, 
if  so the steam boiler ie.  the furnace ou^ht to be specialy de- 
signed with large radiation chamber and a suitable spreader sto- 
cker for the appropriate feeding of bagasse. 

••••HHBflHHi 
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A possibility oí aduitional use of Qther fuels beside ba- 
iasse  is inuispensaole .or the   oeginin¿ or season or emergency 

cases. 
The  operating pressure  of   the  boilers  depends on tne elec- 

tric power needed which aas a trend of increasing caused by con- 
st.nt  uevelopment in .very sugar factory,   ^ough the boilers vi- 
sed in sugar i,ctcries are  considered as "low pressure boilers 
/below b^o pai¿,  ^ KO/cmV   it  is recomanded not  to  choos a too 
low presure,   as to have  che  possioility to produce more electric 
energy than needed at tne  first   stage /45o-6oo psig is recoman- 
dea/.   The  exhausc  stem pressure  ia usualy aoout  ^,-bb psi* and 

tne  turbine  backpressure  according to  this. 
The  steam consumption   ;iven in tons of  steam per loo tons 

of cane  or oeet processed vraies in wide limits which are  simi- 
lar ooth for cane ana beet,  4*o - 600 t/loot.  As concernine the 
anit-capcities tne former practice to nave a  set of several small 
shop-assemblea boilers /so  called packaged boilers/ is not eco- 
nomic,  dut  it  is not recomanded to have only one  boiler suited 
for the whole  consumption.   Co  or three units are recomandeu with 
somewhat  higher capacity eventualy with a possioility for forced 
steam generation by using aduitional fuel  as oil  or natural gas, 
in case of the  braek down of  one  boiler or  respecting future  en- 

largement ox   the factory. 
~   The type  of mei to  oe  used is very important for the  assig- 

ner as to assure a nigh thermal efficiency of steam generating 

öy the economic considerate s in most cases  the price of fuel 

/including transporting costs/  is prevailing. 

auxiliary équipant of  boiler houses: 
¿oiler fans -  Al5   .tacks are not installée at present days. 

Jihe  nece.sery  draift ie.  air supply for the  combustion is obtai- 
ned  oy draft  fans which remove  the combustion ¿asse and dischar- 
ge   th-a to  a   3uort  stac*.   forced draft  fans are also necessary 

to   supply :.ir :or con/oustion though the  grate. 
•i   r.    r-. sori- - òuperneaters are  indispensaole not on- 

I,  for a butter ceac ,co^y,   oat to reduce at a .ini.um the ero- 
Ln Jt  tne   tur,!,, »l.aes -hie* car. .e very  3tronS in case of 

„< ,.1T.~  orP  to be fitted  *ich soot  olows.  - 00- *êt   stoa:; -   -   économisera  -ire   fcu   ~>^  ^.AUWW ^   ___,., 

i 1 e r v alvws  oa^nt   to  be selectea carefully for the  sake of reli- 
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aoility and easy maintenance. - ¿entrai automatic control can 

improve the Doilre efficiency, the economy of laoor /one man o- 

peration/, the avara-e operation rate ana aeiainish the boiler 

outages. Amonä others the most important functions to be con- 

trolled are: water level in the boiler, ooiler steam pressare, 

combustion control, temperature before and after superheating, 

quantity of tne steam produced, feed water level in the sore 

receivers, sugar control in condensate etc. 
rioiler feed-water equipment - In order to maintain the in- 

ternal boiler surface clean and free A  deposits or corrosion, 

the quality of Doiler-water and feed-water is to oe controlled 

and maintained at a prescribed level, instruction for this ought 

to give the manufacturer of the boiler. The higher the working 

pressure of the boiler the higher are the requirement on the fe- 

ed water quality. There are special prescriptions in every coun- 

try for the pressure vessels, where among others the minimum sto- 

ring volume for feed water, and the minimum capacity of feed wa- 

ter pumps /two types are to be installed with electric and with 

steam drive/ are given, ¿tor a »low pressure boiler" the condena 

sate from the first effec evaporator body and some additional 

condensate of an otner effect /which ought to be proofed on con- 

tamination by sugar/ can assure enough feedwater of the desired 

quality. However a stand by unit, equipment for feed water prpa- 

ratiou by filtering and softening of row water is indispansaDle 

for emergency cases and for the beginning of procesing. 

5.0.1.3. electric power generation 
The electric power consumption per ton of cene or beet pro- 

cessed is in constant increase as mentioned affore. This trend 

must be taken in account by disigniná the power plant, decause 

of the utilization of exhauat steam in processing a nonconden- 

aing turbine-generator is used in the sugarindustry for the elec- 

tric power generation. A modern sugar factory power plant uses 

inlet steam of 4oo-6oo psig /*8-*2 kp/cm2/ superheated and gi- 

ves an exhaust stem of *5-65 PsiS /3-*,2 *P/«V. Sometimes is 

practiced to drive some large horsepower units with separate di- 

rectly coupled steamturbines /cane mills, compressors/. 



As a sugar factor- needs electric power in the period of 

maintenance a stand oy usage of ourcnased power is nece3sery. 

This possioility is used, utilized also during the operating 

period in the event of power plant failures for supplying the 

critical devices as emergency lighting, ooiler plant an water 

supplying system, u'sualy it is economical to size this stand- 

by source of purchased elecuric energy to cover only about 25# 

of the total consumption of the factory. 

5*0.1.4. electric power distribution. 

òy designing the power distribuitoli system the folowing 

points of view are to oe taken in consideration: 

Maximum service reliability 

maximum safety in handling 

^ow first costs and operating costs 

rhe modern solution for power distribuito;, is the load 

center distribution system by which the electric power is gene- 

rated at high primary voltage, and is distributed at this in fe- 

eders at load cencer ut.it substations where the voltage is ste- 

ped down to the necesrery value suited for tne motors and other 

uevices. ¿'or the high primary voltage values of 4-1 o o 7 or o;ooV 

are common, and 48o'J  or 38oV are standard values for the secon- 

dary voltage, iugar factories usually have a radial distributi- 

on system very suitaole oecauie of th • simplicity, low first 

cost in low maintenance cojt. 

Auxiliary equipment ior power distribution: 

Grounding - doth system-"rounding enu equipment- -rounding 

are indispensable to oe  properly carried out and maintened for 

the safety of personal and property, lighting arrester system 

is to be mentioned nere tüouga not as integral part of the po- 

wer distribution system out as a very important safety system. 

3ystem of overcurrent protection - nelays, direc acting 

urips on circuit breakers, and fuaes are used for this protec- 

tion, nelaya as tne most accurate, reliable types are indispen 

cable for the generator, standby incoming line and similar. Di- 

rect ac.cing trips are satisfactory for most low votage systems. 

Ai 3e s have a serious disadvantage as ^aey can cause a single- 

phase condition damaging motors an othe ¿-phase devices. 
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5.0.2.  Water supply 

¡?o0.2.1.   -¿eneralities 

Very large quantities of water are  used in sugar factori- 
es for different purposes /looo-15oo* by weight of bests proces- 
sed or 7oo-loüO;fc by the weight of cane processed/,   the quality 
of the water depending on the purpose used for.  i'he water sup- 
ply and the wast water treatment is therefor a very important 
problem which ought  to be taken in consideration by the choice 
of the  location for a sugar factory,   nowever in the  last  twen- 
ty years the consumption of "fresh water" /raw water/ was re- 
duced to a minimum /to about loo* by the  weight of beet proces- 
sed/ by means of recuperation and clarification, or cooling of 
wast water for reuse.  But it requires large equipment and spa- 
ce ie.  very high investment costs, and this method is i.i many 
cases a "must" cf environement protection.  At the building of 
a new factory in some  cases the use of large quantities of wa- 
ter can be economically atractivo solution and temporary a pos- 
sible one,  Dut the above "must" is to be  taken in considerati- 
on for the near future. 

5.0.2.2. How water 

iiiver water or fluiue water is always impure and contamina- 
ted, but it is still suitable /in some cases after mechanical 
settling/ for the largest  consumers as:  fluming, washing,  ex- 
traction fresh water,  cooling ?nd condenser cooling water.  The 
row water pumping station is located, near the water source /u- 
sualy river/ together with the settling basen /if necessery/. 
átand by pump unit and emergency current supply are indispensa- 
ble here,  fhe fresh water is pumped to a large tank located on 
the highest point of the factory /usually over the coLlenser to- 
wer/, as to supply the different cunsumers by gravity. 

J?ho o^ain characteristics of the row water to be determi- 
ned are: 

Water level of the river all over the year, 
temperature of the river *ater during the processing sea- 

son. 

Hardness of the water. 
i'he quality and quyntity of suspended materials. 
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'p.ú.¿O.   ¿ilc^rso   suitor 
¿or consumerò li*c¡:   ©oiler leou watar preparación,  cooling 

j.   Citó   caroo-^ner^oor,   cooling oí nanos and  cora ressors,  '.vor- 
kin0 F.«er i'or water rin¿ v; caani pa aps and  compressors,   cooling 
or hydraulic  coupling,   coolin ; oï  che ma 33e cui ce-  mechanically 
filtered water /usually  oy sand  filters/  is noeaed.   ¡.'ne  filtered 
water once used for cooling especially cooling of  turbines can 

oe  reu Sì a  for soae other  purposes. 

I?.0.2.4.   ,iot water 
Kondensates fron tao  steam chests of  all he«tins and eva- 

poratili ; oevices ar<-  recuperated ana carefully controlled on pu- 
rity /contaminación by  su^ar/.   fhe hi^h quality condensate from 
exhaust.  steasi io sent directfy  to   oho  boiler feed water tanks, 
ooae auuitional (¿uantity of other eunuonsate  is needed  co cover 
tue need of   eho boiler.,   the other condensates are   ^ethera,  suc- 
cessively expandea a„a used for different  purposes in   cae factory 
as;   waòhiné of  the au.-ar in centrifugas,   dosweetenin¿ of filter 
catees,  melting of su¿ar,   lime   slakin¿,  extraction /or imoioiti- 
on/  etc.   The  quantity  of condensates ootained in proce isin; is 
more   chan enoujh to cover all  need? in  tne  factory  ana the rest 
is  passed  to   che Chanel  as noe  suitable  for sanitary  usa like 

showers. 

5.0.2.!?.   Jrink water 
jrink  .vater is indispensable inaboandanr quantity and sa- 

tisfactory  quality,   r.ormaly it  is used only for human needs asi 
drinkin;,   washin. a no. verini   laboratory,   hy5ienics.   Aere for it 
nust  oe  regularly controlled  on aicrobiolofiical and  .mechanical 
contaminaron,   me  ariniwatar  conauit  can't   oe conedced   vita o- 
taer luo.   lines.   « or  trie   case  of emergency ic can  oe  temporary 
conecta   oj  ..ens of only  one  insert pice   tabe,   ;hich is  co be 

removeu as  soon as noe  noco.ssery. 

...;>.2.b.   -ast   '.vater   treatment 
.-.   varsr  treatment  i<   a   <;rave  proolem of  man.Y    ¡a',ar fac- 

, ...   ,u   -v*r t'H   *orld  f.ad   the  first  one  of environment  pro- 

r¡i-n,  ,..,   De   soiled urgently.   It  is out  of   the scope 
,   .escribe   in  deuailJ  the  methods  of  biological 

,0. 

tr-C '-ÍOF: 

a,ers, but soné main problems ou¿ht to be 
1 . i,-»n  )1 •v:iSw 
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quoted. The sugar factory wast, waters do not contain any direct 

poisonous material, but the sugar and otuer orbanic .natters con- 

tained are biologicaly decomposed by microorganisms and a large 

amount of oxiden is consumed oy this, if the wast vater is dis- 

charged in to a river the oxigen content of its water will be 

reduced to such a minimum that the life for most animals and 

plants will become impossible. If the river is not charged bio- 

logicaly it can have a capacity to accept some quantity of bio- 

logicaly contaminated wast waters without serious danger for the 

animals and plants living in it. dut the rivers are going to be 

: charged rapidly more and more with the developing industrializa- 

I tion and every country must take care and take adequate measures 

to protect them. 

The first condition for an efficient solution of wast water 

treatment is to design sauch a water economy as to reduce the wa- 

ter consumption and wast water output to en economic minimum. It 

is carried out by recuperating, clarifying and/or cooling of the 

greatest part of wast waters and by permanent reuse of the cla- 

rified water or cooled water. The reduced quantities of wast wa- 

ter after the above treatments can be stored in large "pounds** 

or "lagoons'1 and used for irrigation between two campaignes. So- 

metimes the soil of the pound is capable to drink in the whole 

* quantity of the stored wast water in this time, but it can hap- 

pen that the only possibility to avoide the contamination of wa- 

ter suplying source /river/ is a more or leas expensive biologi- 

\   cal treatment of the wast water befar passine it in to the river. 

Ine location of wast water "pounds" ought; to be determined 

by taking in consideration the main cours of atmospheric motions 

as to avoid the spreading of very unpleasant stink toward the 

neighbouring habitations. 

5.00. GQ2-gas supply 

Cü2-gas is used in sugar factories to neutralise the CaO 

added to the juice in form of lime milk at the juice purifica- 

tion. Beet sugar factories consume a large quantity of lime 

though they produce allways the own lime in lime kilns at the 

factory site. In that case Cü2gas is obtained as a by product 

of lime burning in sufficient quantity and quality. In the cane 
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sugar factories very oft  only small quantities of lime aire used, 
and no  GOp-gas.  In this case lime is purchased in form of quick- 
lime.  At the refining of row sugar by carbonation method üo^-gas 
13 needed for the neutralisation of purchased lime.  In this case 
the boiler flue  ^ases /combustion gases/ are  to be used for the 
carbonation.  ¿ecause of the low concentration of G02 in them,  a 
special  construction of the carbonation device is necessary for 
the  successfull use of this gases. 

SC^g&s supply 
oüp-gas is used for the acidification of diffusion water 

/fresh water/ at processing beet, at the sulphitation method of 
cane Juice purification and for thick juice sulphitation both 
at processing beet and cane. It can be purchased as liquid 30 2 

in many countries, what is the most convinient and most suita- 
ble way for beet bugar factories, where an occasional shortage 
of a02-gas will not break down the processing,  though it can 
cause  some inconveniences. But a cane sugar factory esjecially 
with sulphitation method for the juice purification, must have 
an absolute reliable and safe supply of oOg-gas. Therefor most 
of the  cane sugar factories /if not all/ produce the SOg-S*« 
for themselfs at the factory site by buruing sulphurs in spe- 
cial "sulphurs furnaces" as describeu by the section 2.2.2.2.7# 
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6.0.   THBKlaOTKCHNICAI SCHEME OF  M¿ SUGAR HJâAT ¿GONOMï 

6.0.1« Generalities 
The profitableness of a sugar factory depends decisively 

on the heat economy ie. fuel consumption /except bagasse is u- 
sed as fuel/, ine basic principles of the sugar heat economy 
are» the multiple effect evaporation anO the production of po- 
wer by expandign the high pressure boiler steam in the turbine. 

At the multiple effect evaporator the vapour evaporated 
from the Juice in one effect /body/ is used for the evaporati- 
on of further quantities of va ter in the following effect, (ie- 
ne raly as many kg of water can be evaporated from the Juice by 
one kg of exhaust steam feeded in the first body as the number 
of effect is. In practice it is diaished by the vapour bleeded 

off for Juice heating etc. 
Utilizing the exhaust stamm for the evaporation the power 

in a sugar factory can be generated using about half of the fu- 
el used in a condenain¿ turbine used for power production, as 
the power generation is charged only with the additional fuel 
over that required for processing steam generation. 

6.0.2. Heat economy 
Supposing boiler steaa pressure of ¿8 kp/cm   /4oo psig/ 

and temperature of 4oo°C /752°*/ and a turbine back pressure 
of 2,5-3 kp/cm2 /35-5o pslg/i  *B it is in common practice, the 
steaa consumption of a beet sugar factory producing only white 
sugar, with a good thermic lay out and good working can ba 42- 
45 tons by loo tons of beet processed /without special thermo- 
economic devices like thermocompression/. Similar low steam 
consumptions can be achived by a can sugar factory producing 
-plantation white sugar", with a good thermic design and good 
work. On the other hand utilizing bagasse as fuel loo t of ca- 
ne /with 14% fibra-content/ give» about 28,5 t bagasse /with 
48» molture/ which can produca about 62 t of the boiler steam 
quoted above, ie.  there is a surplus of bagasse. However da- 
signing a cane sugar factory one must take care to rind a go- 
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od heat economy as there will  be more and more possibilities 
for a aoreprofitable use of bagasse than for fuel. 

About 85* of the boiler steam production must cover the 
consumption for power generation.  The power consumptionof a mo- 
dern high-mechanized cane sugar factory is about 3,o Kwh by 
loo kg cane processed and it has an increasing trend.  The  spe- 
cific  consumption of  the  turbo-gene rat or is about 11-12 kp/KWh 
of the  steam described affore. 

The proposed conception of the heat economy by design- 
ing a new cane sugar factory is the following: 

To .utilize the bagasse as fuel, with the possibility of 
later modification of the boilers for the use of other fuels 
/gast  oil or coal depending on local conditions./ 

Boiler capacity ought to be abundant for emergency uases 
and further enlargements. 

Working pressure of the turbine and its capacity to choo- 
se somewhat higher than needed at first time in order to faci- 
litate future developments and enlargements. 

To choose a simplier scheme of steam, vapour and condene 
sate distribution easier to conduct /quadruple effect evapora- 
tor evantualy with an additional last body for alternate clea- 
ning,  evaporator bodies without forced circulation by pumps, 
heating of boiling pans with exhaust  steam/ still if it requi- 
res somewhat higher steam consumption , which can be reduced 
when the personal will be trained enough for a more precise 
work,  utilizing  the possible  surplus of steam and electric 
power for other purposes. 

6.0.3. Flow sheet of steam, vapour and condensate 
òuch abunaant quantities of steam consumption are quoted 

in the  ¿low sheet of  steam, vapour and condensate /for a direct 
white   can su^ar  factory/ presented.   The distribution and the 
quantities are  similar for a beet sugar factory however as fu- 
el is purchased   /oil,   ¿as or  coal/ the fuel  consumption ought 
to  oe   reuuced as far as possible  at the primary design and bu- 

ilding of the  factory. 
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Fresh,  superheated steam of 28kp/cm2 and 39o°C is genera- 
ted in the boilers    52t/loot  cane processed/.  One part of it a- 
bout 38 t is expanded inthe turbine  generating about 3ooo KWh 
of electric power.   The difference 14 t of steam is throtled to 
the pressure of the exhaust steam and passed to  it.  The obtai- 
ned mixed steam is cooled down by adition af water,  condensate, 
and used for    heating the first effect of the multiple-effect, 
and for other consumers /heating of th¿ boiling pans, of some 
juice heaters,  steaming the sugar at centrifuging/. 

The vapour generated by evaporation ie. thickening of the 
juice in the first effect is passed in to the heating chamber 
of the second effect as to evaporate further quantities 
of warer ie. vapour which is passed in to the heating chamber 
of the third effect and so on. Some quantities of vapour are 
taken away from each effect for other consumers, usualy juice 
heaters. Teh vapour evaporated in the last effect is of low 
value and is sent to the condenser. 

The condensates from each effect /from boiling pans and 
juice heaters also/ are recuperated separatly and after succe- 
ssive expna8ion pased to the next effect receiver until all are 
gethered in the last effec receiver from wher the hot water 
pump furnishes it in to the hot water circuit for different 
services. The  condensate from the first body /of exhaust steam/ 
can't be contaminated by entraînements therefor it is passed 
to the boiler feed water taks. 

6.0.4. Equipment for the distribution of steam and con- 
densates 

Boiler steam main line - 3erves for turbine feeding.  It 
must be designed and built /insulated/ most carefully as to a- 
void or minimise pressure drops and heat losses. 

Boiler steam throtling station ought to be large enough as to 
to throtle 3o# of the steam produced if necessery. An automatic 
pressure controller coupled with the turbine back pressure is 

indispensable. 
Exhaust steam cooler with automatic control is needed. 
Vents, instruments /manometers and termometers/ of high 

class are required. 
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tflow-meters /indicating and recording/ for the measurment 

of the quantity of the steam produced are necessery for each 

boiler and for the exhaust steam after cooling. 

¿xhaust steam pipe with a minimum pressure dropp and mini 

mum heat loss is required. 

Condensate discharging system ou¿ht to secure troublefree 

discharging of heatign chambers when necessery raliable condena 

vessels are to bo used as to prevent blowing through of thi ste- 

am. Condensât line ought to ba fitted with adequate sight glas- 

ses and sampling coks for checking all lines. 

Condensate recuperati^ taks ou¿ht to be fitted *ith sui- 

table level controllers, level transmitters with controll val- 

ves are mor reliable than mechanical condens vessel. Level glass 

tubes lor visual controll are necessery. 

Condensate pumps of special type for hot water are needed. 
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7.0.  *UALIPi  ¿ON'fROL 

7.0.1.   generalities 
fhe mala production goal  of a sugar factory is  the hi-rh- 

ear. possible yield  on consumption  sugar or su¿ar output /per- 
cent  sugar by weight of the  cane /beet/  processed/.   .Jhe quan- 
tity of sugar what  enters the  factory must be controlled in all 
phases of processing until it  leaves the  factory as consumption 
sugar and sugar in the by products, and must be accounted for 
periodically,  ¿taring the processing there are som unavoidable 
losses /as sugar in bagasse or pulps,  in final molasses and in 
filter cake/ this are the "known" losses or determined losses. 
But there are although "unknown" losses caused by destruction 
of sucrose /due to high temperature, alkalinity and microbio- 
logical activity»  together with mechanic losses caused by en- 
trefinements, leakages and spillages, all this losses can not 
be eliminated but can and must be minimized.  The next equally 
important duty of the analitical control is the control of the 
quality of final products as to secure a standard required qua- 

lity of them. 

7.0.2. kethods and equipments for analyzing 

7.0.2.1. 3a*pling    and averaging 
rhe good sampling, averaging and preservation of the sam- 

ples /especially in the tropica/ is indispensable for the accu- 
rate analysis. The  special sampling methods and devices to be 

quoted are: 
a.- Bagasse sampling -  JThe siapliest and most reliable 

sampler for the bagasse is    a longitudinal V-shaped metal thro- 
ugh with the width of a carrier,  which when held below the deli- 
vering chute, catches the bagasse for the whole depth of the 
blanket and for the full width of the carrier. A suitable con- 
tainer for composition samples is required with a pad of adsor- 
bent cotton soaked with 1 part of chloroforme and b parts of am- 

monia and with a piston type  lid. 
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mocia to preserve the sample. 

No b  V-shaped aetal throuj;hs 

.\o 2 Containers with paid and piston type lia 

b.- AO'.V j ai ce sampling 

It can oe aone by automatic samplers, out it is recoman- 

aea to take tne samples oy hand and to keep them in well stop- 

perea containers in a small refrigerator untili analizing. 

ij 6 veil stopperea containers of 1,0-1,5 liter 

i*o 1 refrigerator of 5o-loo liters 

c- Sugar sampling - rtow sugar is to be sampled by an au- 

tomatic sampler, ¿ov  white sugar or refined sugar intermittent 

hand sampling will serve. In evry     case composite samples 

are analized and to preserv them galvanized iron cans with fu- 

nel tops are necessery. 

Ho  b  Containers as described. 

7.o.2._. Sugar content, Polarization determination 

¿acharimeters /Polarimeters/ with monochromatic light and 

International scale are used for quic routin de o¿rminations. 

ine so obtained values called Polarisation /Pol, P/ are not qui- 

te accurate as influenced by other optically activ matters than 

sucrose. As a wide range of by products is analized by sachari- 

meter it is recomandea to have both an automatic one with auto- 

matic setting of the field and recording the reading and a clas- 

sic one. 

^o 1 Sacnarimeter with occular reading 

i.o 1 Automatic sacharimeter 

7.0.2.¿. Total soliûa, Cry matter or ärix determination 

For accurate determination of the solid matter in any so« 

lution the gravimetric method by drying and weighing is used. 

For routin détermination.; instruments on the basis of spe- 

cific gravity or uensity ari usea /Hydrometers i.e. floating 

spindles with gra-'action in degree flcix, 3x, i.e. percentage 

by weight of sucrose in pure sugar solution, Pycnometers and 

•Vest: hai valances/ .•• r the most quick and commonly used labóra- 

lo -y ap-arütus on t-.c- oa^is ;f specific light refraction the 

;i: i'fs." = út refract " -ters. 
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i 

ivo 3 Phonometers 
No 1 «Vestphal balance 

No 1 Precision *efractometer wtih thermostate device 
IMO 3 Hand refractometera 
¿io l Vacuum oven for su -ar drying 
i\o 1 Drying oven  with thermostat device 6o-13o°C 
No 1 Infrared rapid drier 

7.0.?.4. Ash content- Ash determination 

Ash is the measure for the inorganic-, noncombustible mat- 
ter content. 

-»ravimetric methods by inceneration using sulphuric acid, 
therefore the t erms "sulphated" or "gravimetrie" ash,  are used 
for special high accurate determinations. 

Electric-conductivity methods are rapid routin methods gi- 
ving very reliable results especially when using a high-class 
apparatus. 

No 1 Conductometer, Conductivity-Resistivity Recorder 

7.0.2.5. Hydrogen Ion concentration, pH determination 

It is a very important modern method for the control of 
microbiological activity during processing cane or beet, and 
for the controll of the purification unit processe /carbona- 
ti on aulphitation etc./ 

No 1 High class pH meter 

7.0.2.6.  Colorimetrie da¿erminations 

Color is a very important characteristic in the quality 
control of all sorts of commercial sugar.  Therefore the color 
of different intermediate products /¿uices and liquors/ is al- 
so carefully controlled. Many different methods are still in 
use in the sugar industry all over the world. 

Methods of visual comparison by means of different appa- 
ratus and scales /Stammer scale, Horn scale, Lovibond scale/ 

therefore this method can not be recomanded. 
Photoelectric methods are carried out by photoelectric co- 

lorimeters giving reliable results. 
No 1 Photoelectric colorimeter /for turbidity determina- 

tion also/ 
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Other laboratory equipment 

No 1 Muffle furnace with temperature control 5oo-lloo C 

No 1 Calorimeter with water jacket for heat value deter- 

mination. 
i,o 1 rhermostate box of 2oo-5oo liters for microbiologic 

incubation. 
No 1 binocular microscope suitable for photography too 

No 1 Photo-camera 
No 1 Analytical balance /rapid wai^hins and digital rea- 

ding type/ 
No 1 Special analitic balance /with knife ed^es and bea- 

rings in a(¿ate, with zero point adjustment from outside the 

case and sin¿le-3ide arches on pans. Sensitivity 1 mg. 

No 1 15oo gr capacity balance with sensitivity If 5  mg. 

No 1 Double-beam trip balance of 2 kg capacity on each 

plate, sensitivity loo mg, weighing up to 2oo gr without ad- 

ditional weights. 
No 1 Destiller for destilled water preparation 

Ho 5 Dessicators 

No 5o Glass cylinders from 5o-looo ccm 

Wo 2o ^lass dishes -.vith ti :ht fitting covers 

No 5 Aluminium flat dishes 

No 5 Platinum dishes 

No 5o Porcelan dishes 

isio 2o Weighing dishes 

No 3o Cover glasses 

iso ;o Fiases 

No ¿o Funnes 

No 5 ¿acharimeter tubes 

INO 2o Spindles for different Bx ranges from o-7J BX 

No 15 l'hermometers fron o-15o C 

No i>Q  Pipets 
No  lo Bure te s with automatic  "filling11 

¡NO  5 Magnetic mixers  for liquids 
!\o  1 Set  of  screens  for granulated sugar 
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7.0.3. Products and qualities to be analizad 

7.0.3.1. Sugar cane /sugar beet analysis 

For the preparation of cane /beet co set ces/ the wet de- 

sintegración method Ì3 used /deaintegrating the cane /coset- 

tes/ by means of robust industrial type mixers/, ü'rom the ou- 

tlined mixture r,ho following values are determined: 

a.- Sugar content Pol by the sacharometer 

b.- .fibre content by washing out the fibre, drying and 

weighing. 
c- The invert-, or reducing sugar content as at 7«o.3.2.d. 

Wo 3 Mixers /dlendors/ of adéquat« robust type. 

7.0.3.2. Analysis of the juices 

a.- Juice purity /Purity quotient %"/ ia expressed in per- 

cents of sugar by weight of total solids. Refrirctometric Brix 

and polarization are determined, 

b.- Settling control is carried out by meant of a gradua- 

ted cylinder in order to determine the quality of maddy juice. 

c- mtrability Piltration coefficient is determined by 

means of "ßrieghel Müller" apparatus. 

No 1 "Brieghel Müller" apparatua for filtrabili ;y test. 

d.- Determination of reducing sugars is very important 

to discover and estimate the sugar losses caused by decompo- 

sition of sucrose during processing -and to determinate the 

"true sucrose" i.e sugar content of some products. There are 

two methods requiring no special equipment. 

The Munson-Walker gravimetric method and 

ihe Lane-Synon volumetric method. 

e.- Ash determination by conductomtter. 

f.- Aciditi and alkalinity are determined by titration. 

g.- Phosphoric acid is determined by colorimetrie mattoni. 

h.- Urne salts /hardness/ are determined by titration with 

coaplexon for routin work. 
i-pH values of the juices act determined by precize pH 

meter or in the factory by indicatro-papers. 

j.- *or the syrups and masaecuites the purity is deter- 

mined commonly and the pH value. 
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7.0.3.3» Sugar quality ana analysis 

a*-- Haw sugars The analysis by them, especially the polari- 

zation has a jreat economic importance as raw sugar is sold on 

sugar-content i.e. available sugar basis, The true sugar content 

is determined Dy the so called "double polarization" raeohod. The 

classical single polarization value is called "direct" or "com- 

mercial" polarization, which ought to be ccrrigated by multiply- 

ing with the "polarizing constant" /relationsheep between pola- 

rization, v°li and true sucrose, sucrose/ 

Reducing sugars are determined by the Lane ¿ynon method. 

The estimation of moisture is carried out by a standard me- 

thod of drying and weighing /for instance by the -Serbia's modi- 

fication/, and it is very important to determine the "safety fac- 

tor" /ratio between nonsucrose to the water in molasses film sur- 

rounding the crystals/ indicating the resistance of the sugar to 

microbiological deterioration. 

Ash and color are further essential characteristics of the 

raw sugar. 
b.- Kefined sugars - à chemical analysis of the hish grade 

refined 3Ugar is not necessery. 

c- Consumption sugars- The commonly used consumption su- 

gars /standard granulated/ vary in in wide ranges of quality, 

from the "turbinado" grade /a high-test warhed raw sugar/ thro- 

ugh the plantation white sugar /plantation granulated, direct 

consumption-sugar, near-white sugar, off-white sugar/ to the 

high grade direct sugar produced in beet sugar factories, which 

differs sometimes very little of a high grade refined sugar. As 

one can see there is a confusing wide range of nomenclature what 

is not defined exactly until now. It is therefore very important 

to have the analitica! characteristics of a white sugar as to e- 

stimate the true quality of is, as follows: The moisture content 

ought to be less than o,lo# as to avoid caking during storage. - 

Ash content ought to be less than o,o%é. - Invert sugar content 

ought to be less than o,ol*. - True sucrose more than 99,7%. - 

color determined by photoelectric photometer S /extinction/ ma- 

ximum tolerable loo. The data quoted here aan serve only as o- 
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rientation, but evry country can state his own standards. 

7.0.3.4. Bagasse /beet pulp/ analysis 

a.- Dry matter is determined by drying in a hot air oven 

and subsequent weighing. It must be higher than 5o?*> for bagasse, 

and higher than 2o/fe ior pressed pulp. 

b.- áugarcontent,polarization is determined from the mix- 

ture prepared oy  the wet désintégration method quoted afore 7.o. 

5.1« by the sacharimeter. It mu3t be less than ~j/o  for bagasse, 

and less than ITO  for pressed pulp. 

7.0.3.5. Dried pulp analysis and quality 

Moisture content of the dried pulp ou¿ht to be less than 

12/6 by weight of the pulp. 

7.o.J.6, Molasses analysis and quality 

The quality of the blackstrap molasses is variable depen- 

ding on the cane from which is made, but the high-test molas- 

ses of cane and commonly of beet ought to have a standard qua- 

lity as followsi 

a.- Total solids Bx about 85% both for cane and beet. 

b.- Sucrose Pol about 2?# for cane high-test molasses, 

and about 5o% for common beet molasses* 

7.03.7* Limestone and lime analysis and quality 

Some forms of limestone and lime, even of the highest pu- 

rity, are quite useless for the sugar factory processing, beca- 

use of their physical structure« When choosing a limestone mine 

the burning test, carried out inoperation or in laboratory bur- 

ning furnace, can be the best method to determine the suitabi- 

lity of the limestone for sugarfactory use. Any tendency to 

shrinkage, decrepitation and melting is a sijn of the poor qua- 

lity. When this tests and the slakability test of the quicklime, 

have given good results only routin visual control of the parti- 

cle sizing and of mechanic impurities, and routin chemical con- 

trol of CaCO* content and 3i0o content is made for every deli- 
3 ¿ 

very. 

burning losses 

b.- The S 

ighing the insoluble dry rest after boiling in hydrociòrie acid. 

a.- The CaCO, content is commonly determined through the 

b.- The SiOp content is determined by gravimetric method, we- 
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e- The deteriiination of the available CaO in quicklime 
is the basic control for purchased lime.   It is carried out by 
slakins a determined quantity of the lime with ausar solution, 
filtering and titration with hydrocloric acid. 

d.- Slakability test is carrieu out  oy determining the un- 
slaked rest /by drying and weighing/ after a slaking period of 

lo  minuta. 

e.- COp-gas - The 002 content is determined by a volumet- 
ric "Jrsat" apparatus /gas analyzator/. By coke fired kilna it 
muât be between 36 and 4o* by the volume  of the gas. 

7.0.3.8.  Analysis of fuels 
It i3 very important especially if coal is used,   by which 

large variations of the quality are possible. 
a.- The determination of the heat value is carried out by 

a  suitable calorimeter. 
b.- Moisture is determined by drying and weighing. 
c- Aah is determined by burning and weighing. 

7.0.3.9.  Checking waate and boiler feed water for sugar 
áugar in factory wast waters in small percentages can cau- 

se  large losses. All the effluent wast waters ought to be che- 
cked regulary and systematical as to determine /discover/ im- 
mediatly the  source of sugar loases. A qualitative method using 
alpha naphtol  is common for testing the condenser waters, boi- 
ler feed water,  factory sewer outflows etc. on the presence of 
of  sugar in traces,  but it can indicate roughly the quantita- 
tive relations  too.   There are available automatic analizers, 
detectors,  of  sugar in wast- or boiler feed water which are u- 
seful bue not  indispensable.  A quantitative determination can 
be  carried out by sacharimeter but it ought to be only excep- 

tional needed. 

7.o.'+.  Microbiological control 
This control is very important for the processing because 

of  the enorme   sugar losses and uifficulties which can be  caused 
by  microbiologic activity,  and for the  sanitary condition of the 
consumption  sugar produced and of the  drink water. 
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8.0.  FEASIBILITY STUDY 

8.0.1  The main conditions to be  considered 

8.0.1.1.  Marketing 
The national sugar consumption is to be estimated at pre- 

sent time and in the near future. 

8.0.1.2. Growing of sugar cane /beet/ 
The conditions for the successful growing of sugar cane 

/sugar beet/ are to be studied carefuly as follows: 
a.- Calculating the largeness of the suitable surface are- 

as for cane growing by an adequate cropsequence. 
b.- Studying the climatic-, wether- and soil suitability. 

c. - estimating the probable aield of sugar cane and su- 

gar pro hectar. 
d. estimating the possible growing technology: modern, lar- 

ge scale mechanized production or/and small scale, extensive in- 

dividual production. 

8.O.I.3. Location of the factory 
Micro- and macro-location ought to be stuaied carefuly, ta- 

king in consideration several factors ass 
a.- The factory must be located in the center of growing 

area. 
b.- It ought to be as near as possible to an energetic so- 

urce: fuel /coal, oil,gas/, electric power for emergency cases 

and for the non processing period. 
c. - The suitable water supply and wast water disposal o- 

ught to be secured. 
d.- A large near sugar consumption center is very advanta- 

geous. 
e. - It oight not to disturbe the neighbouring residenti- 

al areas. 
8.0.1.4-. Purchassing auxiliary materials 
The possibilitiespurchassing fuel, lime stone, coke, sul- 

phurs, paper bags for the sugar and so on are to be estimated. 
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8.0.1.5. Transporting problems 

Transporting and trafic conditions /roads, railway system/ 

ought to Le estimateu in the growing area and for longer rela- 

tions. Transporting costo for the transporting of auxiliary ma- 

terials and of sugar ought to be studied. 

The regular, troublfree transporting of the cane /beet/ 

is very essential for the successful operation and good utili- 

zation of the procesing capacity. Therefore it must be studied 

in details /can the producer, grower manage the transporting by 

himself or/and the sugar factory ought to angage his own tran- 

sporting units or of someone else etc./ 

The transporting within the factory site ought to be studi- 

ed also to determine the necessery number oí unloading devices, 

of tractors with self unloading tracks for solid wasts. The num- 

ber of passenger cars and busses oght to be determined. 

d.o.1.6. Power and water supply 

Power and water supply and wast water disposal ought to be 

studied in details ani the nece3sery allowences of the othori- 

ties ough to be obtained. 

8.0.1.7. ftecessery personel 

Tne necessery number of personel /staff/ ought to be de- 

termined /engineers, technicians, specialized workers, skilled 

and manual labourers, clarks etc/ and the possibilities for get- 

ting them and/or traineng them ought 0 be estimated. 

8.0.2. Procedure of élaboration If the feasibility study 

8.0.2.1. fistimation of the suitabilities 

A thorough and detailed analysis of the affore mentioned 

indispensable suitabilities is to be carried out, for the suc- 

cessful establishment of a su^ar factory or sugar industry. 

8.0.2.2. Production goals 
The most suitable production goals ought to be determined 

taking in consideration the following: 

8.0.2.2.1. Final products 
Tne assortiment of the final products /sugar/ ought to be 

tne simpliest possible as a period of so:ue years /3-5 years/ is 

neceasen for the labour staff to get the necessery practice 
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for a more precise and more complicated operation.lt ts suppos- 
sea that the newly established sugar industry ought to cover 
/secure/ the national sugar consumption at the first time,  if 
so a marketable  white sugar of somewhat variable quality which 
can meet the domestic requirements could be  the most suitable 
and most economic final product,  as it can bo produced by u- 
sing a simple and cheap method for Juice purification /sulphi- 
tation/ and a direct boiling scheme i.e.  without remelting the 
produced final sugar for further purification and crystalliza- 
tion. However,  the future development of the sugarfactory is 
to be estimated /production of a quantity of refined sugar, 
of cube sugaruetc/, as to take it in account by designing. 

8.0.2.2.2« The use of by-products 
a.-Molasses can be used for alcohol production, can be de- 

su^arized by the 3ttffen process /blackstrap molasses from cana 
are not suitable for desugarizing/  and can be used as animal fo- 
od. At the first tima the moat convenient solution is to sel the 
molasses if possible. Anyway the utilisation of the molasses o- 
ught to be strictly determined as it can't be treated as a wast 
because of its value and because of the environment problems and 
troubles it can cause. 

b.- Bagassa is commonly used as fuel for the boilers, but 
usualy there is a surplus quantity of it   which ought to be u- 
sad for other purposes /bri que ting for domestic consumption as 
fuel/ or it must be burned as wast. However, depending on the lo- 
cal conditions bagasse can have a more economic utilisation /pa- 
per production,  wall board production/. 

c- Beet pulp is a very valuyble cattle food in fresh sta- 
te and dried.  By wet siloing 5o£ of its food value is lost. 3o 
drying of the *hole quantity of extracted and pressed pulp is 
the most, if not only, suitable solution. If the utilisation of 
the pulp is not secured it can cause hard environmental problems 
and break-downs in the pre ce sing of the beats. 

8.0.2.3« Processing capacity and season 
The suitable processing capacity and the duration of the 

processing season ought to be estimated as folows: 
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8.0.2.3.1.   The  suitable  capacity 
The suitable  capacity is  not always the mo3t  economic one. 

As an aconomic minimum capacity can be taken 15oo-2ooo metric 
tons of cane or beet dayly processing. Larger capacities are mo- 
re profitable,  therefore an enlargement of the  ne* factory in 
the ear future is inevitable  and ought to be taken in account 
by desiring the  factory.   The   initial optimal   capacity depends 
on many factors the most important being: 

a.- Possi% M;,:y oí storage of the row material - By pro- 
cessing au¿ar cane there is no possibility for a long term sto- 
rage of it.  rfy processing sugar beet there is a possibility for 
long term storage in cold climates,  but in hot  climatic conditi- 

ons there is not. 
b.- Transporting methods and capacities -  If the cane /be- 

et/ is transported by animal   drown carts the processing capaci- 
ty is limited beyond the economic minimum. Therefore the trans- 
porting of the cane /beet/ must be partly or entirely mechanized, 

c- Possibility of storage fo some intermediate products. - 
Thick juice  storage and partially row sugar storage is practi- 
ced in many cases at present  day.   It can be utilized very eco- 
nomically by a future enlargement of the factory, enlar-lrg on- 
ly the beet end of the  factory. 

d.- The available trained,  specialized staff is an essen- 
tial question be determining the factory capacity« 

8.0.2.5.2.   The optimal  duration of the processing season 
/campaign/ depends on local  condition* mentioned above and so- 
me other. Anyhow it is of esential influence on the profitable- 
ness i.e.  capital service,   30 it must be estimated very carefu- 

8.0.2.4. Purchassin¿ preliminary offerta 
Preliminary effert of  some well-known contractors with a- 

dequate reference.3 ought to  be purchassed for a turn-key deli- 
very of a complete factory ,   with specified unit prices, as to 
estimate  the up-to-date prices and other conditions of delivery. 
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8.0.2.5.  Investment costs 

The investment-  or first coats ought to be  estima Led ta- 
king the following main items in consideration: 

a.- Preliminary préparation and designing costs 
b.- Investment   costs for the building objects /processing 

halls,  bureaus,   laooratory,  sanitarys,   shops,   store houses,   ro- 
ads,  railway,   canalization, water supply,   wast water disposal/. 

c- Investment   costs for the machines and equipments. 
d.- Investment   costs for transporting of the  equipment. 
e.- investment  costs of mounting /and insulating/  the e- 

(¿uipment, pipe-lines,  electric distribution system,  automati- 
on circuits etc./Separatly specified for each ¿roup/ 

f.- Other different investment costs /custom duties, asu- 
rances for transporting and mounting,  training of the personal, 
take over and other controls by the authorities etc/ 

8.0.2.6. Production coats and profitableness 
The production costs and the profitableness ought te be 

estimated on the basis of the following main items: 
a.- áugar cane /beet/ price fco factory 
b.- Fuel price -  " - 
c- Lime  stone  and coke price - " - 
d.- Other auxiliary material prices 
e.- Amortisement rates of the buildings and equipments. 

For the buildings an amortisement term /perio/ of 50 years is 
common, and for the machines and equipment 1.-15 years depen- 
ding on the type  of the unit and on the load in operation. 

f.- Annual instalments of the investment credits. 
g.- Working capital costs /The annual interests and annu- 

al installments if there are/ 
h.- Maintenance costs 
i.- Vages 
j.- lazes»  assurances 
k.-other different costs 

i 
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8.0.3. financial problems 

8.0.3.1. oreaitins trie initial costs 

The neaessery financial means of the investment costs o- 

aght to be secured /obtained/ by crediting. Usually long term 

credits on 2o-25 years are common and necessery for the estab- 

lishment^ a sugar factory. The other conditions are out of 

the scope of tnis paper. 

8.0.3.2. The necessery working capital 

The necessery working capital by establishing a new sugar 

factory ought to be secured also by crediting. The rate of turn 

of capital, the service of the capital ia very low in the sugar 

industry 1-1,5 yearly depending on the processing capacity, du- 

ration of the processing season and other local conditions. 

J 
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i 

8.0.4. elaboration of the tender 

8.0.4.1. ¿eneralities 

The main features /characteristics/ of tne factory to be 

errectod ou¿ht to be determined and some details i+ve  to be de- 

scribed as closly a* nece3sery to avoid misunderstandings by 

the treatment of the offers, but in such a way as not to demi- 

nish the responsability of the general contractor, designers 

and equipment manufacturers in any way. 

8.0.4.2. Completness of the delivery 

"Turn-key" delivery which secures complete guaranty and 

responsability of the general contractor /for the completness 

of the factory, for the quality of the machines and equipments 

and for the technologycal efficiency of the methods and equip- 

ment/ is to be required. 

8.0.4.3. Production goals 

Production £oals: capacities, assortiments /auality of the 

final products and by proaucts/ ought to be determined. 

8.0.4.4. Unit processes and equipments 

The wanted methods, unit operations ought to be stated in 

general /continuous or batch method, the type of the diffuser, 

the method of purification as sulphitation cr carbonation etc/, 

with the specification of the most important equipment and of 

the wanted stand by units. It must be stated very carefuly as 

notto deminish the responsability of the general contractor. 

8.0.4.3. Technological guarantiee 

The required technological guaranties ought to be stated 

as specified in the section "Final take over-guaranty proof" 

lo.o.¿. 

4.0.4.6. Technical documentation 

The required technical and technologycal documentation 

ought to be stated as to secure the completness of it and to 

avoid misunderstandings. All the djcurentation ought to be de- 

livered in two coppies with the corrections made during errec- 

tion. 
?or all builden¿ objects:  Static calculations and building 

planes /designes/. 
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For the machines and equipments: asembly drowinjs, guide- 

lines for handling /operation/ and maintenance, spare parts 

specification with adequate schemes, lubrification plane are 

to be required. 

¿or the pipe-lines complete mounting dr.jv.dngs with the spe- 

cification of the valves ana other accessories. 

For the electric power distribution system: complete mo- 

unting drowings and one line /one pol/ schemes. 

For the automation circuits: complet; mounting drowings 

and guidelines for handling and maintenance are to be required. 

For the pressure vessels: complete assembly drowings, sta- 

tic calculation, certificates for the material used, for the wel- 

ding electrodes used and for the welders. 

For the technology: guidelines for operation, emergency 

cases and the parameters /normal values/ to be controled. 

8.0.4.7. J?erms 
The wanted term of setting in operation /eventually of the 

dtsigning, delivery of the documentation, delivery of the machi- 

nes and equipments, readiness of the building objects for the 

mounting of the equipments, end of mounting etc/ 

3.0.4.8. Jucies of the general contractor 

Conditions and duties of the general contractor concerning 

setting in operation of the factory and the training /instruc- 

tion/ of the special staff of the investor. 

8.0.4.9" Mechanical guaranties 
A term /duration/ of the mechanical guaranties of two sub- 

sequent processing seasons is usual. 

8.0.4.1o. .Standards /Norms/ 

Standards /norms/ and prescribtions of authorities ought 

to be stated which are to be respected by designing, building 

and mounting, and by any querel or misunderstanding. 
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9.0.   áPiáCILIGATION OF odATiaiilALà AND OPáá¿ PArfíá 

9.0.1.  Bitllding materials 
9.o.1.1.Concrete 
Reinforced concrete ia used more and more in building in 

the sugar industry, but some precautions are recomanded. Just 
a small quantity of sugar /o,W in the fressh mixed concrete 
can impede the  setting of the mixture and to destroy the whole 
quantity contaminated. Jn the other hand after setting concre- 
te is quite resistant to sugar, but different acids,  decomposi- 
tion products of the sugar, make a serious action of corrosion 

on concrete, therefor the surfaces of concrete, mortar and 
brick exposed to direct contact with sugar or sugar containing 
products ought to be protected by a suitable lining.  The floors 
with ceramic plates or eventualy with asphalt\ pattens, founda- 
tions walls with a suitable «heating of resins on PVC, PVD or 
other basis. For building frames /scslstons/ of processing halls 
steel profiles ars the most suitable and préférable because of 
the plasticity and possibility of future conversion, rebuilding 
or reinforcement. But concret« is in many cases mors resistant 
to atmospheric corrosion. 

9.0.1.2* Steel and steel profil«s 
They are also in common wide us« for factory or other bul- 

Qings or building frames /beams, baarers, coumns, trussing doors, 
windows etc./, having many advantages mentioned affor« vapour and 
humidity constantly pr«s«nt by processing do not cause deforma- 
tion of th«m but can cans« serious damages by corromin if tbsfr» 
are not properly protected. 

9.0.1.3* Wood 
food is to b« r«plac«d by concrete or steel «vriwher it is 

possible because of th« deformation« caused by humiditi, fir«- 
hazard properties higienice «tm. 

9.0.1.4 Refractory mat«rials. 
Th«y ar« wid«ly u««d in th« sugar factor!«« for linings 

of boil«r-fira-chamb«rs, fummo«« of pulp- or baga««« dryer«, 
of lia« kiln« «te. At th« lm«t th« r«fractory lining is exposed 
not only to high th«rmic load, but toa high m«chanit load too 
/pr««sur« and friction causad by th« filling i«. limestone and 
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coke/, There are many types of mat e ri al like chamotte, magnezit- 

chromit, silica etc. Refractory bricks of standard form and pur- 

pose-made bricks, protilated bricks are necessery, and refracto- 

ry mortar with stamping mass also. 

9.0.2. Materials for building processing equipment 

9.0.2.1. iteel is the most common material used for machine 

and equipment building in the sugar industry in form of rolled 

profiles and plates« and of corse tuoes. 

9.0.2.2. Oast iron/grey and steel cast/ has also very wide 

use in the su^ar industry. 

9.0.2.3. Brass is very often used for smaller parts like» 

•lives, bearing linings, smaller valves, bushes, dut it is in so- 

me cases replaced by steel or stainless steel« Heating tubes, e- 

vaporating tubes are now days made mostly of steel, impellers of 

centrifugal pumps of steel cast. 

9.0.2.4. otainie39 steel is used more and more, but it is 

still very expensive as to be used for the construction of a whol 

equipment or similar wide use. ¿vaporating tubes of stainless 

steel are sometimes used but one can't ssy that it is an eco- 

nomical solution. Phe equipments for extraction /both can or be- 

et/ ars exposed to the highest action of corrosion and it is ne- 

cease ry  st some parts of them are mads of stainless steel and 

the other parts in contact with sugar ougt to be protected by a 

suitable lining of stainless steel plate or a suitable resin coat, 

/or soma special purposes liket tubes, vents and instruments for 

áQ2-gaa »apply* »lives for Cü¿-gs compressors and sfahts for o- 

ther pumps, different screens, elements of automation transmit- 

ters and control-valves stainless steel must bs used. 

¿.0..2.5. Packing materials gaskets have wide use in the au- 

;ar industry for different purposes, ¡be required quality depends 

on the worKln ; condition, fhe most common materials are: sabestos 

felts, «¿beatos cords, ;raphited cotton cords, rubber felts and 

cura, teí'lon cords etc. 
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%o.5. ¿pare parts 
It is not easy to make a good  selection choice of spare 

parts,  because the investment cost  for this purpose must be li- 
mited,  but it is not possible to  forsee the possible failures 
during the work of the machines.   However it is possible to anu- 
merate the most common parts usualy taken as spare parts.    As 
concerning    the stand-by units of  single units,  machines they 
ought to be choosed very carefully. Except some emergency cases 
like boiler fedwater pumps and similar it is not possible have 
a loo* reserve.  For pumps and machines which ought to be clea- 
ned periodicaly one can combine a stand-by unit for a group of 
two or more units, liket  filters,   juice heaters, beet slicing 
machine,  cane knives, eventualy last evaporator body in a cane 
sugar factory. 

Machines with the most common spare part Sí 

Pumps - spare impellers /rotors/ for every pump and spare 
shaft for thos without stand-by unit are necessery. 

faterring compressors and vacuum pumps - one common shaft 
with impeller is enough for each type« 

Belt conveyors some rolls and belts as common reserve for 
severel unit of the same type is enough. 

Knives for cane "knives'* /or beet slicers/. 
3ome rolls for case allí-tandeas. 
filter clothes of synthetic for each filter one set« 
Evaporator - heating tubes 25% of the quantity built in« 
Juice heaters - heating tubes 4o£ of the quantity built in. 
Tube cleaning blades and bruches ten pet of each. 
pH-«eters - six sets for each one. 
Vacuum pans - heating tubes lo* of the quantity built in. 
Centrifuge - ose driving set for each type« 
Centrifuge - one basket for each .ype« 
Centrifuge - one or twoo set of fine perforated screen for 

each unit« 
Centrifuge - one set coaaonfor each type, of backing 

screes. 
Centrifuge - one set COSMOS for each type of intermediate 

woven screen. 

i 
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Centrifuge - One common set of automatic control an progra- 
ming device« for each type. 

Centrifuge - One common set of washing sprays for each type. 
boiler - Some grate bars as common spare for all boilers. 
boiler - One «haft with impeller for the primary air fan 

as common spare for all boilers. 
boiler - Some water-level control glasses as common spare« 
boiler - A small quantity of all types of fire-proof tubes 

for eventual  repair. 
boiler - Some sets of special welding electrodes for repair. 
boiler - A small quantity of refractory materials. 
V-belts - some pieces /enough for the larges set/ of every 

type. 
Belts for revolution-variators one piece /or set/ for every 

unit. 
delts of other type some pieces of evry type. 
Chains for bucket elevators - one set for evry unit. 
¿wart chain« one set for every unit. 
Wires for crane« and lifts the longest piece of every type 
Screens - One piece or some segments for every type« 
Tubes and flanges - A small quantity of every dimension. 
Vents and valves - Some pieces of all sizes except the lar- 

gest sizes. 
Thermometers - some pieces of the most important type. 
Manometers some pieces of the most important type. 
Sight glasses /with proof-certificate/ some pieces of every 

type. 
Level glass-tubes like affore. 
Gasket rings - some pieces of every type. 
Roller bearings - Some pieces of those difficult to obtain. 
tiuanrd rings - Some pieces of each type. 
Automatic controllers - One set of the most important types« 
Farts for the a utomatic control devices. 
Ceramic hydrociclons - one or twoo pieces of every type. 
Recorder diagram-papers - the required quantity for twoo 

season« /campaign«s/. 
electromotors only some pieces for the most critical drives« 
electric switches one piece of the important type. 

A 
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Ampermeters - only some pieces,  one lor each important type. 
Votmeters - like affore. 
Overcurrent protection -  relays and directacting trips some 

pieces for each important type,  fuses some pieces of every type. 
¿leetrie bulbs,  signaling lamps for the automatic devices 

and the control panels some sets for not easy to purchase types. 

9-0.4-. Machines and tools for the maintenance shops. 

9.0.4.1. Machine shop 

Ho 1 Universal lathe 2.ooo mm« 
No 1 universal lathe J.ooo ma 
No 1 Universal lathe 6,ooo aa i 72o ana 
No 1 Universal milling machine 6oo am with spec, accessories. 
No 1 Slide grinder 
No 1 Universal shapin machine 6oo am 
No 1 Automatic circular saw grinding machine. 
No 1 Pillar drilling machine 4 4o ma 
No 1 Pillar drilling machine $ i>Z   mm 
No 3 Bench drilling machine ¿   15 mm 
No 3 Universal electric hand grinder 
No 1 Abrasive hand cutting off machina 
No 1 electric hand grind«r with right angle spindl 
No 1 Plate-bending machine for 8 an plates 2ooo aa 
No 1 Plate shearing machine for 6 an platas 2ooo ma 
No 1 Hand operated lever and cutting machine for 8 aa plates 
No 1 Hydraulic sawing Bachine 
No 1 Common type sawing maenhine 
No 1 Sleet rie hand drilling machine lo 
NO 2 Hand drilling machine lo aa 
No 3 Transformer welding set 
Ho 3 Gas welding se 
No 2 Acetylene generator sat 
No lo Oxlgen cylinders 
No lo Acetylene gas cylinders 
No 1 Smith's forge 
No 1 Spring hammer of 75 leg 
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No 1 Set of smith's tools 
No loSet of mechanical tools 
wo 1 Plats bending machine for 1mm plates looo mm 
No 1 Set of tin smith's tools 
Mo 2 Set of insulator'tools 
wo 1 set of vulcanizar'tools 
Mo 1 set of plumbers tools 
Ho lo Chain pulley block of5 - lo t 
ho 2 Hydraulic lever of Jo t 
Ho 2 Hydraulic lever of 2o t 
Mo 1 Lifting winch of 15 t with hand or electric drive, 
no 3 Rack type jack of 2 - 5 t 
No 2 Evaporator tube cleaner with pneumatic drive 
No 2 Heating tube rool-in machine, mandrell machine 
No 1 Portable compressor for air pressure of 6 kp/cm , 

with a reciver of 5oo 1. 

9.0.4.2. Electric shop 

No 2 Universal Amper-Volt-ohm aeter 
No 1 Megaohm meter for 5oo-15ooV 
No 2 Phase-meter 
No 1 Wheatstone-bridge 

mapermeter pliers 
Electric tasting sat 
Drying chambsr for electromotors 
v*raounding-r si stance measuring instrument 
Small transformer welding set 
Omble fault detector /tracer/ 
Sett of standard electric maintenance tools 

Hand car 
Sench drilling machine i 15 *» 
electric hand grinding machina 

1 

3 
1 
1 

NO 

No 

NO 

NO 1 

No 1 
No 1 
No 4 
No 1 
No 1 
No 1 

9. o ,4.3. Automation shop 

No 1 Precise lathe 800-I000 mm 
No 1 Sensitive bench drilling machine i lo mm 
No 1 Pine bench drilling machine ^5« 
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No 1 Fine bench grinding machine 
No 1 Miliampermeter 6o mA 
No 1 Checking /verification/ manometer o-25 kp/cm* i 3oomm 
No 1 Checking /verification/ manometer o-5o kp/cm i> ' Joomm 
No 1 Huick testing instrument for conductivity simulating 

loo-Ohms- lo-MOhms,  portable type. 
Ho 1 Portable pressure testing and simulating instrument 
No 1 Fixed pressure testing instrument with liquid column 
No 1 Tension and current testing instrument 
No 1 Manometer checking device 
No 1 Thermometer checking device 
No 1 Checkin /verification/ thermometer o-15o°C 

9.0.4.4. Building and joinery shop 

No 1 Concrete mixer 5oo-looo 1 
No 2 doner«tlug vibrator 
No 1 Air feed stoper for drilling concret« 
Io 4 Set of brick layer*s tool« 
No 2 Set of carpenter« tools 
No 1 Universal planer 
No 1 Bench «aw /band «aw/ 
No 1 â«t of joiner*« tool« 
No 1 3«t of «tand-pipe« for temporary scafolds. 






